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by 
SANGEETHA MADANGOPAL 
 
Under the Direction of Saeid Belkasim and Robert Harrison 
ABSTRACT 
Comparing protein sequences is an essential procedure that has many applications in the 
field of bioinformatics. The recent advances in computational capabilities and algorithm 
design, simplified the comparison procedure of protein sequences from several databases.  
Various algorithms have emerged using state of the art approaches to match protein 
sequences based on structural and functional properties of the amino acids. The matching 
involves structural alignment, and this alignment may be global; comprising of the whole 
length of the protein, or local; comprising of the sub-sequences of the proteins.  
Families of related proteins are found by clustering sequence alignments. The frequency 
distributions of the amino acids within these different clusters define the sequence 
profile. The best alignment algorithm uses these profiles. In this thesis, we have studied 
different profile alignment algorithms where the cost function for comparing two profiles 
is changed. These are compared to the FFAS3 (Fold and Function Assignment) 
algorithm.  
INDEX WORDS: Protein sequence alignment, matching-algorithms, properties of amino 
acids, FFAS3 algorithm 
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 Chapter 1  
Introduction 
 
Proteins are large organic compounds called polyamides arranged in a linear chain and 
joined by peptide bonds [1-8]. The sequence of an amino acid in a protein is defined by 
its gene and is encoded in the genetic code. Proteins have structure, and can work 
together to achieve a particular function [9] [11-19].  
A huge number of proteins exist in our life supporting system. Their role is vital for every 
living organism. Biologists have discovered a number of proteins and classified them 
according to their functions and structures. Today, we have a number of databases that 
hold information about proteins. Yet, we have a number of proteins that are still in the 
process of being discovered [57-59].  
Sequence alignment is a way of identifying new proteins by comparing it with the 
existing ones to find similarities in structure and function. It helps in classifying the new 
proteins based on the pre-existing knowledge of the known ones. Not only this, 
applications where the biologists need to align the sequences are many; some of them are 
solving protein structures and comparing sequences to deduce the functions of proteins, 
to find ancestral connections, understanding enzyme mechanisms in a cell, analyzing 
structural receptors and molecules involved in the process of cell signaling, in identifying 
molecular surfaces of protein-protein and protein-DNA interactions, in protein 
engineering – a branch of study that deals with artificial synthesis of proteins for 
commercial purposes, an example is manufacture of insulin, in clustering of families and 
super families for the purpose of classification of proteins , and in other studies like 
metabolic computing and  comparative genome analysis [10][22-35][48-52]. 
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There are a number of methods available to do the sequence alignment of proteins. These 
are usually done using dynamic programming, heuristic approaches or probabilistic 
methods. With the advancement in computation and algorithm design, search for a better 
method with greater accuracy is needed to help the biologists in their studies [33-46].  
So, in this thesis we have developed a strategy for comparison of different standard 
alignment methods to find out the best among them.  Finding the best one can make a 
biologist’s work accurate. The dynamic algorithms considered in this thesis are 
Maximum Entropy Kernel, FFAS, Central Limit measure, and Information Measure 
algorithms. These algorithms basically work on the dot matrix plot of the two input 
sequences. The task of the dynamic programming is to obtain maximum information 
about the alignment sequence from the dot matrix plot. This information is returned in the 
form of a score value.  
 The results or score values of these methods are compared against the FATCAT [68-74] 
results. By comparing the results, we come to know the effect of scoring function of 
algorithms on the accuracy of the alignment sequence. Scoring function is nothing but the 
main function that decides on how the dynamic program interprets the dot matrix plot. 
Therefore, analyzing the scoring function results in finding the optimal algorithm for 
sequence alignment.  
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Chapter 2 
BACKGROUND 
In this chapter, we shall see a brief description of some of the concepts that are necessary 
in understanding the procedures involved in this thesis work.  
2.1 Properties of proteins and its evolution 
Studies show that if genes are similar by evolution, then their sequences are similar, also 
if proteins are related by function, then their sequences are similar.  
Traditionally, protein evolution has been studied by computing the similarity of 
sequences within groups of homologous proteins. Homologous proteins are those that 
have same ancestors. It is believed that the proteins evolved to have different structures 
because of the point mutations; which are changes in the sequences at a single point, or 
gaps which are due to insertions or deletions at that point of the sequence. Studies show 
that proteins usually follow a predefined way of evolution in order to preserve its 
conservativeness. This can be because of the physiochemical properties of the bonding 
nature of amino acids [52][54-58].   
Proteins are said to have "active sites" where are responsible for interacting with other 
proteins [53]. The chemical properties of these sites is highly sensitive, meaning that in 
order for two proteins to interact, their active sites have to correlate very closely in their 
chemical properties with one another [59]. 
As was stated earlier, proteins try to preserve their conservativeness. This means that 
evolutionary changes occur in protein sequences only when they are subject to 
substitutions between amino acids with similar properties resulting in changes that are 
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less likely to affect the overall structure and function of the protein. For instance, 
consider hydrophobic amino acids of similar sizes. They tend to substitute for each other 
quite well because they occupy positions within the hydrophobic core of the protein 
where tight packing and hydrophobic nature of the amino acids strongly affect the 
stability of the protein structure [12].  
Protein sequences from within the same evolutionary family usually show substitutions 
between amino acids with similar physiochemical properties.  
Some of the physiochemical properties of the amino acids are given below: 
Hydrophobic: A, G, P, I, L, V, C, M, W, F 
Polar: S, T, N, Q, Y 
Aromatic: W, F, Y, H 
Basic: H, K, R 
Acidic: D, E 
The list of the amino acids found in a protein sequence and its abbreviation are given in 
the table below for reference:  
alanine  A  
arginine R  
asparagine  N  
aspartic acid  D  
asparagine or aspartic acid*  B  
cysteine  C  
glutamic acid  E  
glutamine  Q  
glutamine or glutamic acid*  Z  
glycine  G  
proline  P 
histidine  H  
isoleucine  I  
leucine  L  
lysine  K  
methionine  M  
phenylalanine  F  
serine  S  
threonine  T  
tryptophan  W  
tyrosine  Y  
valine  V 
Table 1: Amino acids and their abbreviations 
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It can be observed that some amino acids have dual nature. For example, ‘Y’ is both polar 
and aromatic. 
Finding the close match between two sequences not only involves finding the exact 
match of sequences, but also the ones that strongly co-relate to each other based on their 
physiochemical properties.  
These physiochemical properties determine the score matrix which is a substitution 
matrix used to assign scores to the protein sequence alignment. The first row and the first 
column of this matrix is the sequence list of the 20 amino acids. Its entries in the matrix 
are the score values that should be used in calculation of protein alignment. The entries 
have score values according to their physiochemical properties. For exact match, they 
have a higher score, and for every miss match they have a small or negative score 
assigned. Gaps have negative value.  
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A brief description of the protein databases and search tools that helps in understanding 
this thesis is presented below:  
2.2 A brief description of - ‘BLOSUM’, a protein database: 
BLOSUM stands for BLOck Substitution Matrices. BLOSUM matrices originated from 
paper Henikoff and Henikoff [13]. BLOSUM matrices are generally used to find 
alignment scores between evolutionarily related protein sequences. 
The main purpose o f its origin is to obtain a better performance measure to find the 
difference between two protein sequences that are distantly related proteins.   
It uses the BLOCKS [52] database to search for differences among sequences in 
conserved regions within a protein family. BLOCKS are defined to be multiple aligned 
ungapped segments that correspond to the most highly conserved regions of proteins. 
 BLOSUM first collects all the sequences from the BLOCKS database and then for each 
of it, it finds the sums of the number of amino acids in each site to find their frequencies 
that indicates how often different pairs of amino acids are found together.  
Different levels of the BLOSUM matrices are obtained by weighting the degree of 
similarity between sequences, differentially.  The contributions of multiple entries of 
closely related sequences are reduced based on the similarities of the protein sequences. 
For example, consider BLOSUM62 matrix, which is calculated from protein blocks that 
have sequences of more than 62% similarity, the contribution of these sequences is 
weighted to sum to one.  
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As a matter of fact, BLOSUM and other matrices are constant (stationary) and cannot 
emphasize features that are specific to a given protein family. 
2.3 A brief description of - ‘FASTA’, a protein matching tool: 
 FASTA is a well known Protein sequence alignment software tool that was first 
described (as FASTP) by David J. Lipman and William R. Pearson [15].  
FASTA stands for “FAST Alignment” .It takes as its input an amino-acid sequence and 
searches for the corresponding sequences in its protein database by using a local 
sequence alignment method to find its corresponding matches. 
The FASTA program is said to follow a heuristic approach which results in the increase 
of performance speed.  
FASTA works as follows: It first, observes the pattern for word hits; which is defined as 
word to word matches of a given length of protein sequence, and then marks the  matches 
observed before performing a more time consuming optimized search using a local 
alignment algorithm called Smith-Watermann [16] algorithm. The size taken for a word 
is considered to be the parameter called ‘ktup’, which controls the overall performance 
and speed of the program. It is observed that, increasing the ‘ktup’ value decreases the 
number of background hits that are found. The program looks for segments that contain a 
cluster of closely matching hits by the word hits that are returned from the previous stage. 
It then searches these segments for a possible match.  
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The FASTA tool takes its input in a text format known as FASTA format. An example of 
FASTA format is as shown below [17]:  
 
 >gi|5524211|gb|AAD44166.1| cytochrome b [Elephas maximus maximus] 
LCLYTHIGRNIYYGSYLYSETWNTGIMLLLITMATAFMGYVLPWGQMSFWGATVITNLFSAIPYIGTNLV 
EWIWGGFSVDKATLNRFFAFHFILPFTMVALAGVHLTFLHETGSNNPLGLTSDSDKIPFHPYYTIKDFLG 
LLILILLLLLLALLSPDMLGDPDNHMPADPLNTPLHIKPEWYFLFAYAILRSVPNKLGGVLALFLSIVIL 
GLMPFLHTSKHRSMMLRPLSQALFWTLTMDLLTLTWIGSQPVEYPYTIIGQMASILYFSIILAFLPIAGX 
IENY 
Figure 1: An example showing FASTA format 
2.4 A brief description of - ‘PSI-BLAST’, a protein matching tool: 
PSI-BLAST is a protein matching tool which given a protein sequence, finds a family or 
cluster of related proteins and from that a sequence profile. PSI-BLAST is a profile-
profile matching tool, which means it looks for the profile values while aligning and not 
for the exact matches. The profile values are estimated from the BLAST by repeated 
estimation. The profile is nothing but a string of frequency or probability values.  
 BLAST stands for Basic Local Alignment Search Tool. It is one of the algorithms that is 
used for comparing biological sequences such as the amino-acids of different proteins or 
even the nucleotides of DNA sequences. Unlike the PSI-BLAST, the BLAST is a symbol 
by symbol match, which means the algorithm looks for exact matches of amino acids in 
the given two sequences.  
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The remaining part of this section explains about the BLAST search:  
A ‘BLAST search’ enables a biologist to pose a query to compare a given sequence with a 
database of known sequences. It also identifies sequences that resemble the query 
sequence given a certain criteria like sequence length, and so on [18].  
For example, to find out the similarity of genes in humans and mouse, a biologist will run 
the query on BLAST for the new gene that he finds in the mouse. The results of the test 
will show the close matches of the protein sequence found in humans [19].   
 BLAST searches for high scoring sequence alignments between the query sequence and 
sequences in the database using a heuristic approach that approximates the Smith-
Waterman algorithm [16]. The Smith-Waterman approach is too slow for searching large 
genomic databases such as GenBank [20]. Therefore, the BLAST algorithm uses a 
heuristic approach that is slightly less accurate than Smith-Waterman. The speed and its 
relative good accuracy of BLAST makes it the key factors of the BLAST programs and 
no wonder why it is one of the widely used tools in bioinformatics. 
2.5 A brief description of - ‘SCOP’, a protein database: 
SCOP stands for Structural Classification Of Proteins (SCOP), it is a database in which 
largely manual classification of proteins based on similarities in amino acid sequences 
can be observed [21]. 
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It is known that: SCOP utilizes a hierarchical method to organize the classification of 
proteins, allowing a four character code to be assigned to any protein domain it comes 
across.  
The four classification levels of SCOP, as given by its authors Alexey and John-Marc are 
as follows [60]: 
1. class - a wide description of the structural content of  proteins  
2. fold – indicates a broad structural similarity but with no proof of a homologous 
relationship  
3. super family – has sufficient structural similarity but no detectable sequence 
similarity to indicate a divergent evolutionary relationship  
4. family – has sufficient sequence similarity which can be identified either directly 
or indirectly through a transitive search.  
5. domains – are independent-folding units of compact structure 
It is stated that the SCOP database which is created by manual inspection aims to 
provide a detailed and well-defined description of the structural and evolutionary 
relationships among all proteins whose structure is already known [21]. 
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Chapter 3 
 
DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
 
In this chapter we will see how a general dynamic program is designed, and how it is 
used in case of sequence alignment.  
3.1 General Dynamic Programming: 
In computer science, dynamic programming is defined as a method that is used for 
reducing the runtime of the algorithms by using the properties of overlapping sub 
problems, optimal substructure and memorization. 
Optimal substructure means using optimal solutions of sub problems to find the optimal 
solutions for the overall problem.  
 For example, the shortest path to a goal-vertex from a given node in an acyclic graph can 
be found by first finding the shortest path to the goal-vertex from all its adjacent nodes, 
and then using the results obtained we can trace back to pick the best overall path.  
In general, a problem with optimal substructure can be solved by using a three-step 
process as shown below [61]:  
1. Divide the problem into smaller sub problems.  
2. Solve the sub problems recursively.  
3. Use the optimal solutions obtained from sub problems to construct an optimal solution 
for the overall problem.  
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By recursively dividing the problem, we mean that sub problems are in turn solved by 
dividing them into sub problems, and so on, until we reach some simple case that is easy 
enough to solve.  
Overlapping sub problems means that the same sub problems are used to solve many 
different larger problems in the future computations. 
For example: Consider the problem of finding the Fibonacci series. The problem involves 
computation of the previous sub-problem, for example: F4=F3+F2, but F2 has been 
previously computed. So finding F2 can be treated as a sub-problem, whose results can 
be used to find F4. 
Memorization is stated as the concept of storing the previously solved results of sub-
problems to be used in future to compute the overall problem. This reduces re-calculating 
of the results, thus increasing the efficiency of the algorithm.  
For example: Consider the same problem stated above for overlapping sub problems. We 
stated that re-computing F2 can be avoided if it has already been computed. This can be 
done by storing all the results of the sub-problems. This is what we mean by 
memorization.  
Dynamic programming usually follows one of the following approaches: 
• Top-down approach: The overall problem is broken into sub problems, and these 
sub problems are solved and their solutions are remembered in case they need to 
be used in future computations.  
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• Bottom-up approach: All sub problems that might be needed are solved in 
advance and then combined to build up solutions to larger problems. This method 
uses a lot of memory space, and also makes it hard to predict the sub problems in 
advance.  
3.2 Dynamic Programming in case of sequence alignment: 
The technique of dynamic programming can be used to produce global alignments and 
local alignments in protein sequences.  
In general, protein alignments use a matrix called substitution matrix or score matrix to 
assign scores to amino-acid matches or mismatches, and it assigns a gap penalty which is 
usually a negative score for matching an amino acid in one sequence to a gap in the other. 
Gaps are inserted between the protein sequences so as to align the sequences with 
identical or similar characters in successive columns. 
Gap penalties are used during sequence alignment to calculate the overall score of 
alignments [62]. The size of the gap penalty used relative to the entries in the similarity 
matrix or score matrix, affects the alignment that is finally selected. Selecting a higher 
gap penalty results in few gaps because it will cause less favorable characters to be 
aligned.  
Methods to improve the accuracy of sequence alignment are focused on improving the 
scoring functions like the Dayhoff-type matrix [64].  
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Calculating score values:  
Given two protein sequences of length N and M, respectively, a scoring matrix of 
dimensions N * M can be constructed. Each element Xij of this scoring matrix is the score 
obtained by substituting residue ‘i’ in the first sequence with residue ‘j’ in the second 
sequence.  
Substitution scores are said to be calculated from standard residue matrices like 
BLOSUM score matrix [13]. This scoring matrix can also be manually constructed by 
comparing the sequence profiles for every aligned position. In either case, our ultimate 
aim is to align the sequences to optimize the overall alignment score. This alignment 
score obtained is nothing but the sum of the scores corresponding to the matched residues 
subtracted from the penalties for occurrences of mis-matched residues.  Here the term 
residues refer to the amino acids.   
The maximum score for the alignment of two sequences is obtained by working forward 
along each sequence step by step and storing its corresponding score values in the form 
of a dot matrix plot.  To obtain the alignment and the best score, we have to trace back 
the prominent alignment line which usually appears as the diagonal in the dot matrix plot.  
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CHAPTER 4 
 
SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT ALGORITHMS  
 
In this chapter, we will introduce some basic protein sequence alignment algorithms that 
were considered in this thesis. 
 
1. FFAS3- Fold and Function Assignment System: a dot product method 
This fold assignment method is based on the profile-profile matching algorithm. This 
algorithm is said to have two dimensional weighting schemes which takes into account 
the topology of the evolutionary tree of proteins in the family of homologous proteins.  
 
This paragraph describes the general steps involved in finding the score in case of the 
FFAS: FFAS aligns two profiles using a standard local dynamic programming algorithm. 
The value of the comparison score between positions ‘n’ and ‘m’ from the two profiles is 
computed as a dot product of the n-th column of the first profile and the m-th column of 
the second profile. After assigning values to all positions, then the matrix is normalized. 
The optimal alignment is calculated using dynamic programming as described in section 
3.2.  
In the last step the raw alignment score obtained with dynamic programming is then 
translated into the final FFAS score by comparing it with that of the raw scores that were 
obtained before for pairs of unrelated proteins. This is the general approach of finding the 
score used by the FFAS server. The input data for FFAS server are amino-acid sequences 
in FASTA format [62].  If P1 and P2 are two profiles, then  
Score of the FFAS3 method is:  P1.P2,   i.e, dot product of P1 and P2, where P1 and P2 , are 
the two protein profiles.  
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2. Maximum Entropy kernel:   a probability distribution measure 
Shannon defines the principle of maximum entropy as a method for analyzing the 
available information in order to determine a unique probability distribution [55]. He 
defined a property of a probability distribution, H(p) = −∑ pi log pi, which he called 
entropy [54].  
The principle of maximum entropy uses this measure of H(p) to rank probability 
distributions. It states that the ‘least biased’ distribution that encodes certain given 
information is that which maximizes the Shannon entropy H(p) [56] while remaining 
consistent with the given information. 
The score value of kernel method is given by, 
 
))(1/(01.0 22121 PPPPScore −−+= , where P1 and P2 are the two protein profiles. 
 
3. Central Limit Algorithm: a Z- score normalization method 
 
A central limit theorem is defined as a set of weak-convergences resulting in probability 
theory. Scoring functions are usually normalized for the length of a protein chain because 
a longer protein chain results in a higher value produced by the scoring function.  
The scoring function used is: Score= e-Z  where ‘z’ is the normalization. 
 The central limit theorem states that sample means are normally distributed irrespective 
of the shape of the input population considered for large samples and for any sample size 
with normally distributed population [57], thus sample means can be analyzed by using Z 
scores  σ
µ)( −
=
XZ  
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4. Information Measure: a probability distribution measure 
 
Information Measure is defined as “a system of measurement of information based on the 
probabilities of the information-bearing events” [65]. It is an optimal method. 
Information measure can be understood as: Given a set of ‘S’ things and for each set of D 
measurements, to form a partition of the set of things, or, a partition of the D-
dimensioned measurement space in which each thing may be represented by a point, such 
that the things within each subset, or region of measurement space, information measure 
is defined as a set contained in the S x D attribute measurements [66]. 
The score function for information measure is given by [69]:  
))()(
)(ln(
2211
2
21
PPPP
PPScore
•••
•
=  
A note on Dot Matrix Plot: 
This section describes the need to use dot matrix plot for identifying alignment and, 
finding score.  
It is easy to visualize certain sequence features such as insertions, deletions and 
substitutions from a dot-matrix plot. So, in this section we shall see how a dot matrix is 
plotted from two sequences. All the algorithms mentioned above obtain their score values 
from the dot matrix plot.  
The dot matrix plot is constructed using two sequence, one written along the top row and 
the other as the leftmost column in a two dimensional matrix. A dot is placed at places 
where the characters match. Some implementations vary the size or intensity of the dot 
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depending on the degree of similarity of the two matches. It is observed that the dot plots 
of very closely related sequences appear as a single diagonal line along the matrix. One 
can easily generate the equivalent picture of any sequence if its chain is given.  
 
Figure 2[67]: A DNA dot plot of a human zinc finger transcription factor 
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Chapter 5 
 
 METHODOLOGY OF COMPARING ALGORITHMS 
 
In this section, we will be seeing the various steps undertaken to compare the protein 
sequences that are obtained as a result of various algorithms mentioned above.  
 
Step 1: Collection of protein names. 
In order to test the accuracy of the algorithms, a random collection of input data is 
essential. 
For this purpose, SCOP was used to collect various ranges of the input data. About 120 
protein names that belonged to different families were obtained from SCOP. 
It helped in making a wide range collection of data possible, by making us pick proteins 
that belonged to a variety of classes.   
Criteria used to select protein names where: family name, sequence length > 300, and 
identity in a vast range, ranging from 15% to 90%. 
 
Step 2: Obtain protein sequences. 
After obtaining the names of the proteins from SCOP, the next task was to obtain their 
alignments from FATCAT.  
FATCAT was chosen for this, because it is expected to have accuracy relatively better 
than the other known methods.  
FATCAT is very easy to use; we just need to know the name of the protein that we need 
to compare. It then looks for all matches in the database and gives us all possible results.  
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Figure 3[23]: A typical output from FATCAT for 1EA5A and 1F6WA proteins 
 
Step 3: Obtain the results from the algorithms, and save it in separate folders.  
This is done automatically with the help of a module that is written in Perl. 
 
Step 4: Changing the format of the input files. 
 Designed a module that changes the format of the results obtained from FATCAT to 
discard the fields that are of no interest to us. The fields that were selected to be retained 
are the name of the proteins, their rmsd values, identity value and the two protein 
sequences. This module was written in Perl.   
 
Step 5: Comparing the sequences in two files. 
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A module that reads in the two input files; one from FATCAT, and another from the test 
algorithms, that corresponds to the same pair of proteins is used to obtain the number of 
hits in the two pair of sequences. The number of hits corresponds to the number of times 
the sequence pairs found in both the files.  The following section clearly explains how the 
comparison is done.   
Comparison is done as follows: 
 Read the first file from FATCAT and move its contents to an array. Manipulate 
the array to obtain only the sequence into another array that is easy to compare.  
 Do the same thing to the second file which is obtained from the algorithms 
mentioned. 
  Manipulate the sequences to make them start at the same sequence position. 
 
Having the two arrays that start at the same position, and making them have same 
sequence length, makes it easy to compare the sequences and assign scores to them.  
Now, there is a problem encountered while doing this. Comparing the sequences with just 
their starting sequences matching did not do what we expected. Though the problem 
seems to be trivial, it is not. This is because insertions made the task difficult. Whenever 
an insertion was encountered, the module missed to look for matching pairs in the 
subsequent columns, thus accounting for mismatch.  
The output of this module is as shown below: 
 1luga-1znca.align  
Identity from FATCAT:32.22 
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Extracted sequences from FATCAT: 
WGYGK********HNGPEHWHKDFPIAKGERQSPVDIDTHTAKYDPSLKPLSVS*YDQATSLRILNNGH 
WCYEVQAESSNYPCLVPVKW***GGNCQKDRQSPINIVTTKAKVDKKLGRFFFSGYDKKQTWTVQNNGH 
 
 
FNVEFDDSQDKAVLKGGPLDGTYRLIQFHFHWGSLDGQGSEHTVDKKKYAAELHLVHWNTKYGDFGKAV 
VMMLLEN***KASISGGGLPAPYQAKQLHLHWSDLPYKGSEHSLDGEHFAMEMHIVHEKEKGTSRNVKE 
 
 
*QQPDGLAVLGIFLKVGS*AKPGLQKVVDVLDSIKTKGKSADFTNFDPRGLLPE***SLDYWTYPGSLT 
QDPEDEIAVLAFLVEAGTQVNEGFQPLVEALSNIPKPEMSTTMAESSLLDLLPKEEKLRHYFRYLGSLT 
 
 
PPLLECVTWIVLKEPISVSSEQVLKFRK*LNFNGEGEPEELMVDNWRPAQPLKNRQIKA 
PTCDEKVVWTVFREPIQLHREQILAFSQKLYYDK**EQTVSMKDNVRPLQQLGQRTVIK 
 
 
 
 
 
Concatenated into two arrays: 
Arr[1]: First sequence moved to array[1][n] 
WGYGK********HNGPEHWHKDFPIAKGERQSPVDIDTHTAKYDPSLKPLSVS*YDQATSLRILNNGHFNV
EFDDSQDKAVLKGGPLDGTYRLIQFHFHWGSLDGQGSEHTVDKKKYAAELHLVHWNTKYGDFGKAV*QQP 
 
DGLAVLGIFLKVGS*AKPGLQKVVDVLDSIKTKGKSADFTNFDPRGLLPE***SLDYWTYPGSLTPPLLECV
TWIVLKEPISVSSEQVLKFRK*LNFNGEGEPEELMVDNWRPAQPLKNRQIKA 
 
 
Arr[2]: Second sequence moved to array[2][n] 
WCYEVQAESSNYPCLVPVKW***GGNCQKDRQSPINIVTTKAKVDKKLGRFFFSGYDKKQTWTVQNNGHVMM
LLEN***KASISGGGLPAPYQAKQLHLHWSDLPYKGSEHSLDGEHFAMEMHIVHEKEKGTSRNVKEQDPE 
 
DEIAVLAFLVEAGTQVNEGFQPLVEALSNIPKPEMSTTMAESSLLDLLPKEEKLRHYFRYLGSLTPTCDEKV
VWTVFREPIQLHREQILAFSQKLYYDK**EQTVSMKDNVRPLQQLGQRTVIK 
 
Score value from algorithm profile_SOM: 
 Score is: 4.16187 
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Extracted sequence from Maximum Entropy Kernel: 
S*HHWGYGKHNGPEHWHKDFP*****IAKGERQSPVDIDTHTAKYDPSLKPLSVS*YDQATSLRILNNGHAF
NVEFDDS 
AESHWCYEVQAESSNYPCLVPVKWGGNCQKDRQSPINIVTTKAKVDKKLGRFFFSGYDKKQTWTVQNNGHSV
MMLLE** 
 
 
DKAVLKGGPLDGTYRLIQFHFHWGSLDGQGSEHTVDKKKYAAELHLVHWNTKY**GDFGKAVQQPDGLAVLG
IFLKVG* 
NKASISGGGLPAPYQAKQLHLHWSDLPYKGSEHSLDGEHFAMEMHIVHEKEKGTSRNVKEAQDPEDEIAVLA
FLVEAGT 
 
 
AKPGLQKVVDVLDSIKTKGKSADFTNFDPRGLLP*E*S*LDYWTYPGSLTTPPLLECVTWIVLKEPISVSSE
QVLKFRK 
VNEGFQPLVEALSNIPKPEMSTTMAESSLLDLLPKEEKLRHYFRYLGSLTTPTCDEKVVWTVFREPIQLHRE
QILAFSQ 
 
NFNGEGEPEELMVDNWRPAQPLKNRQIKA 
LYY*DKEQTVSMKDNVRPLQQLGQRTVIK 
 
Concatenated into two arrays: 
Arr2[1]: First sequence moved to array2[1][n] 
 
S*HHWGYGKHNGPEHWHKDFP*****IAKGERQSPVDIDTHTAKYDPSLKPLSVS*YDQATSLRILNNGHAF
NVEFDDSDKAVLKGGPLDGTYRLIQFHFHWGSLDGQGSEHTVDKKKYAAELHLVHWNTKY**GDFGKAVQ 
 
QPDGLAVLGIFLKVG*AKPGLQKVVDVLDSIKTKGKSADFTNFDPRGLLP*E*S*LDYWTYPGSLTTPPLLE
CVTWIVLKEPISVSSEQVLKFRKNFNGEGEPEELMVDNWRPAQPLKNRQIKA 
 
Arr2[2]: Second sequence moved to array2[2][n] 
 
AESHWCYEVQAESSNYPCLVPVKWGGNCQKDRQSPINIVTTKAKVDKKLGRFFFSGYDKKQTWTVQNNGHSV
MMLLE**NKASISGGGLPAPYQAKQLHLHWSDLPYKGSEHSLDGEHFAMEMHIVHEKEKGTSRNVKEAQD 
 
PEDEIAVLAFLVEAGTVNEGFQPLVEALSNIPKPEMSTTMAESSLLDLLPKEEKLRHYFRYLGSLTTPTCDE
KVVWTVFREPIQLHREQILAFSQLYY*DKEQTVSMKDNVRPLQQLGQRTVIK 
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Sequences obtained after matching the starting positions: 
Sequence 1 from FATCAT: 
WGYGKHNGPEHWHKDFP*****IAKGERQSPVDIDTHTAKYDPSLKPLSVS*YDQATSLRILNNGHAFNV
EFDDSDKAVLKGGPLDGTYRLIQFHFHWGSLDGQGSEHTVDKKKYAAELHLVHWNTKY**GDFGKAVQQPDG
LAVLGIFLKVG*AKPGLQKVVDVLDSIKTKGKSADFTNFDPRGLLP*E*S*LDYWTYPGSLTTPPLLECVTW
IVLKEPISVSSEQVLKFRKNFNGEGEPEELMVDNWRPAQPLKNRQIKA 
 
 
WCYEVQAESSNYPCLVPVKWGGNCQKDRQSPINIVTTKAKVDKKLGRFFFSGYDKKQTWTVQNNGHSVMMLL
E**NKASISGGGLPAPYQAKQLHLHWSDLPYKGSEHSLDGEHFAMEMHIVHEKEKGTSRNVKEAQDPEDEIA
VLAFLVEAGTVNEGFQPLVEALSNIPKPEMSTTMAESSLLDLLPKEEKLRHYFRYLGSLTTPTCDEKVVWTV
FREPIQLHREQILAFSQLYY*DKEQTVSMKDNVRPLQQLGQRTVIK 
 
 
Sequence 2 from Maximum Entropy Kernel: 
 
WGYGK********HNGPEHWHKDFPIAKGERQSPVDIDTHTAKYDPSLKPLSVS*YDQATSLRILNNGHF
NVEFDDSQDKAVLKGGPLDGTYRLIQFHFHWGSLDGQGSEHTVDKKKYAAELHLVHWNTKYGDFGKAV*QQP
DGLAVLGIFLKVGS*AKPGLQKVVDVLDSIKTKGKSADFTNFDPRGLLPE***SLDYWTYPGSLTPPLLECV
TWIVLKEPISVSSEQVLKFRK*LNFNGEGEPEELMVDNWRPAQPLKNRQIKA 
 
 
WCYEVQAESSNYPCLVPVKW***GGNCQKDRQSPINIVTTKAKVDKKLGRFFFSGYDKKQTWTVQNNGHVMM
LLEN***KASISGGGLPAPYQAKQLHLHWSDLPYKGSEHSLDGEHFAMEMHIVHEKEKGTSRNVKEQDPEDE
IAVLAFLVEAGTQVNEGFQPLVEALSNIPKPEMSTTMAESSLLDLLPKEEKLRHYFRYLGSLTPTCDEKVVW
TVFREPIQLHREQILAFSQKLYYDK**EQTVSMKDNVRPLQQLGQRTVIK 
 
 
Number of matches, Score = 9, 
 Length of the sequences=262 
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 Comparison found to be not trivial:  
From the result obtained above, it can be noticed that, because of the insertions at 
different places the module fails to check for the subsequent matches in the following 
columns.  
In other words, this module just looks for one-to-one match with respect to start position 
alone. This makes the method weak.  
To overcome the above problem, we came up with a different way of comparing the 
sequences, a method that not only looks for matching start of the sequences, but also 
compares the sequences with respect to the original sequence which does not have 
insertions was considered.  
The results obtained after modifying the comparison method is significantly good.  
The result of the same pair of files is now found to be: Score=220, Length = 262 
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The first pair of sequences obtained after removing the insertions to obtain better results, 
is as shown below:  
The positions are numbered with respect to the initial sequence.  
W 1|W 1 I 29|I 34 N 57|N 63 R 85|Q 91 E 113|E 119 
G 2|C 2 D 30|V 35 N 58|N 64 L 86|A 92 L 114|M 120 
Y 3|Y 3 T 31|T 36 G 59|G 65 I 87|K 93 H 115|H 121 
G 4|E 4 H 32|T 37 H 60|H 66 Q 88|Q 94 L 116|I 122 
K 5|V 5 T 33|K 38 A 61|S 67 F 89|L 95 V 117|V 123 
H 6|Q 6 A 34|A 39 F 62|V 68 H 90|H 96 H 118|H 124 
N 7|A 7 K 35|K 40 N 63|M 69 F 91|L 97 W 119|E 125 
G 8|E 8 Y 36|V 41 V 64|M 70 H 92|H 98 N 120|K 126 
P 9|S 9 D 37|D 42 E 65|L 71 W 93|W 99 T 121|E 127 
E 10|S 10 P 38|K 43 F 66|L 72 G 94|S 100 K 122|K 128 
H 11|N 11 S 39|K 44 D 67|E 73 S 95|D 101 Y 123|G 129 
W 12|Y 12 L 40|L 45 D 68|* 74 L 96|L 102 G 124|R 132 
H 13|P 13 K 41|G 46 S 69|* 75 D 97|P 103 D 125|N 133 
K 14|C 14 P 42|R 47 Q 70|* 76 G 98|Y 104 F 126|V 134 
D 15|L 15 L 43|F 48 D 71|N 77 Q 99|K 105 G 127|K 135 
F 16|V 16 S 44|F 49 K 72|K 78 G 100|G 106 K 128|E 136 
P 17|P 17 V 45|F 50 A 73|A 79 S 101|S 107 A 129|A 137 
I 18|N 23 S 46|S 51 V 74|S 80 E 102|E 108 V 130|Q 138 
A 19|C 24 Y 47|Y 53 L 75|I 81 H 103|H 109 Q 131|D 139 
K 20|Q 25 D 48|D 54 K 76|S 82 T 104|S 110 Q 132|P 140 
G 21|K 26 Q 49|K 55 G 77|G 83 V 105|L 111 P 133|E 141 
E 22|D 27 A 50|K 56 G 78|G 84 D 106|D 112 D 134|D 142 
R 23|R 28 T 51|Q 57 P 79|G 85 K 107|G 113 G 135|E 143 
Q 24|Q 29 S 52|T 58 L 80|L 86 K 108|E 114 L 136|I 144 
S 25|S 30 L 53|W 59 D 81|P 87 K 109|H 115 A 137|A 145 
P 26|P 31 R 54|T 60 G 82|A 88 Y 110|F 116 V 138|V 146 
V 27|I 32 I 55|V 61 T 83|P 89 A 111|A 117 L 139|L 147 
D 28|N 33 L 56|Q 62 Y 84|Y 90 A 112|M 118 G 140|A 148 
 
Table 2: Shows the amino acids and their original positions of the protein sequence 
obtained after removing the gaps 
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I 141|F 149 A 169|T 178 P 197|T 209 N 225|L 237 A 253|K 265 
F 142|L 150 D 170|T 179 L 198|C 210 F 226|Y 238 S 254|S 266 
L 143|V 151 F 171|M 180 L 199|D 211 N 227|Y 239  
K 144|E 152 T 172|A 181 E 200|E 212 G 228|* 240  
V 145|A 153 N 173|E 182 C 201|K 213 E 229|D 241  
G 146|G 154 F 174|S 183 V 202|V 214 G 230|K 242  
S 147|Q 156 D 175|S 184 T 203|V 215 E 231|E 243  
A 148|V 157 P 176|L 185 W 204|W 216 P 232|Q 244  
K 149|N 158 R 177|L 186 I 205|T 217 E 233|T 245  
P 150|E 159 G 178|D 187 V 206|V 218 E 234|V 246  
G 151|G 160 L 179|L 188 L 207|F 219 L 235|S 247  
L 152|F 161 L 180|L 189 K 208|R 220 M 236|M 248  
Q 153|Q 162 P 181|P 190 E 209|E 221 V 237|K 249  
K 154|P 163 E 182|E 192 P 210|P 222 D 238|D 250  
V 155|L 164 S 183|K 194 I 211|I 223 N 239|N 251  
V 156|V 165 L 184|R 196 S 212|Q 224 W 240|V 252  
D 157|E 166 D 185|H 197 V 213|L 225 R 241|R 253  
V 158|A 167 Y 186|Y 198 S 214|H 226 P 242|P 254  
L 159|L 168 W 187|F 199 S 215|R 227 A 243|L 255  
D 160|S 169 T 188|R 200 E 216|E 228 Q 244|Q 256  
S 161|N 170 Y 189|Y 201 Q 217|Q 229 P 245|Q 257  
I 162|I 171 P 190|L 202 V 218|I 230 L 246|L 258  
K 163|P 172 G 191|G 203 L 219|L 231 K 247|G 259  
T 164|K 173 S 192|S 204 K 220|A 232 N 248|Q 260  
K 165|P 174 L 193|L 205 F 221|F 233 R 249|R 261  
G 166|E 175 T 194|T 206 R 222|S 234 Q 250|T 262  
K 167|M 176 T 195|T 207 K 223|Q 235 I 251|V 263  
S 168|S 177 P 196|P 208 L 224|K 236 K 252|I 264  
 
Table 2 [Continuation] 
 
The above two tables show the first amino acid pairs from the two files, and their 
corresponding sequence positions. Their sequence position helps in comparing the amino 
acids to the original sequence with respect to their positions.  
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Summarization of the work done in this chapter:  
1. Collect protein names from different families using SCOP 
2. Find out the alignments of the proteins obtained in step 1 from FATCAT 
3. Convert the file formats to obtain only desired fields 
4. Run the tests on programs FFAS3, Maximum entropy kernel, Central Limit, and 
Information measure for the protein pairs obtained from SCOP.  
5. Run the C++ program that reads in the two corresponding files( one from 
FATCAT and one from our programs), compares and returns the accuracy.  
6. Tabulate the results for all the programs.   
7. Plot the graph to find out the best method.  
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Chapter 6 
 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
 
The results obtained after comparing the protein sequences are given in this chapter. Also 
the pictures of profiles obtained for higher and low value of identity is given to visualize 
the performance of the algorithms.  
The graphs plotted from the results are shown in this chapter for the various tests. The 
results are given for about 112 protein sequences. The detailed table is given in the 
appendix D.  
The tables and figures are represented using some terms, knowing which would improve 
our understanding. The following legend explains the terms used in this chapter.  
Legend:  
Sequence pair: Is the name of the protein pair that is aligned. 
Identity: Refers to the identity of the sequence obtained from FATCAT. 
Score: Represents the score obtained by applying our algorithms.  
Length: Is the length of the protein sequence that was used for comparison. In cases 
where the two lengths are different, the shorter of the two is the Length.  
Num.of hits: Is the number of matching pairs found in the two set of sequences. 
Accuracy: Is (Num.of hits/Length)*100.  
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6. 1 Diagrammatic View of the profiles for low and high identity values: 
 
It can be observed from the following dot matrix profiles, that the ones with low identity 
values look fuzzier than the ones with higher identity values. A prominent diagonal 
shows the matching positions where the two sequences are matched. The score values are 
based on this diagonal. 
Diagrammatic representation of profiles obtained by Maximum Entropy Kernel: 
 
.  
Figure 4: Maximum entropy kernel method, Sequence 1OOYA- 1POIA, 
Identity value: 18.39(lowest in the table) 
 
 
Figure 5: Maximum entropy kernel method, Sequence 1F6WA-1BCE0, 
Identity value: 78.42(higher value) 
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Diagrammatic representation of profiles obtained by FFAS3 method: 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: FFAS3 method, Sequence 1OOYA- 1POIA, 
Identity value: 18.39 (lowest in the table) 
 
 
Figure 7: FFAS3 method, Sequence 1F6WA-1BCE0, 
Identity value: 78.42 (higher value) 
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Diagrammatic representation of profiles obtained by Central Limit method: 
 
 
Figure 8: Central Limit method, Sequence 1OOYA- 1POIA, 
Identity value: 18.39(lowest in the table) 
 
 
Figure 9: Central limit method, Sequence 1F6WA-1BCE0, 
Identity value: 78.42 (higher value) 
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Diagrammatic representation of profiles obtained by Information Measure: 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10: Information Measure, Sequence 1OOYA- 1POIA, 
Identity value: 18.39(lowest in the table) 
 
 
Figure 11: Information measure, Sequence 1F6WA-1BCE0, 
Identity value: 78.42(higher value) 
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From the above figures it can be observed that:  
 
FFAS3 (Figure 5 and 6) looks the fuzziest, 
 
Central Limit method looks the next fuzziest (Figure 7 and 8), 
 
Maximum Entropy Kernel method (Figure 3 and 4) looks sharper and  
 
The Information Measure (Figure 9 and 10) looks sharpest.  
 
The analysis done on the results show that the sharpness increases the accuracy of the 
results as seen in figure 9 and 10. Even for the alignments with low identity value, we can 
see that the sharper image yields good results.  
6.2 Graphical Analysis of the experiment results 
 
The following graphs illustrate the performance of each method against the identity and 
score values. The graphs are plotted in two ways: one is identity Vs accuracy and the 
other one is score Vs accuracy. These graphs help us in understanding the correlation 
between identity Vs accuracy and score Vs accuracy. It tells us whether the effect of 
identity or score affects the accuracy of the results. It can be seen that in all the methods 
that accuracy is approximately related to the score and identity of the methods. The 
results show that when normalization is done on the graph, we can see that our results 
perform much better than the results from FATCAT for all the methods however the 
results can be noticed to be significantly good in case of Information Measure, as seen in 
figure 18 and 19. The results are better in case of maximum entropy kernel as seen in 
figure 12 and 13, and somewhat deteriorates in case of central limit method ( figure 16 
and 17) and FFAS3 ( figure 14 and 15). 
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6.2.1 Maximum Entropy Kernel– line graph 
 
Identity VS Accuracy: 
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Figure 12: Showing graphical representation of Identity against Accuracy of Maximum 
Entropy Kernel 
 
Score VS Accuracy: 
Score Vs Accuracy
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Figure 13: Showing graphical representation of Score against Accuracy of Maximum  
Entropy Kernel 
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6.2.2 FFAS3 – Line graph:  
 
Identity Vs Accuracy: 
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Figure 14: Showing graphical representation of Identity against Accuracy of FFAS3 
 
 
Score Vs Accuracy:  
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Figure 15: Showing graphical representation of score against Accuracy of FFAS3 
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6.2.3 CENTRAL LIMIT – Line graph: 
 
Identity Vs Accuracy: 
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Figure 16: Showing graphical representation of Identity against Accuracy of CENTRAL 
LIMIT 
 
Score Vs Accuracy: 
Score Vs Accuracy
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Figure 17: Showing graphical representation of score against Accuracy of CENTRAL 
LIMIT 
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6.2.4 INFORMATION MEASURE – Line Graph 
 
Identity Vs Accuracy: 
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Figure 18: Showing graphical representation of Identity against Accuracy of 
INFORMATION MEASURE METHOD 
 
 
Score Vs Accuracy: 
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Figure 19: Showing graphical representation of Score against Accuracy of 
INFORMATION MEASURE METHOD 
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6. 3 Finding the best method by experimenting with the results:  
 
Step 1: Finding the average performance 
 
The following graph shows the average Accuracy of the four methods.  
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Figure 20: Performance chart, Method Vs Average Accuracy 
 
In the column graph given above, we can see that the Information Measure method 
outperforms the other methods. There is significant difference in the performance of the 
Information Measure from the other methods. The other three methods do not have 
considerable differences in their performances.   
Finding the average difference, and its difference from the best method:  
 
Table 7: Showing the average difference of the results, and the difference from the best 
value.  
 
Legend: Avg. Difference = Summation of the percentages of all the methods divided by 
4 
 
Diff. from Best = Avg. Difference subtracted from the best value. The best value means 
the highest accuracy of the four methods.  
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Graph plotted to show the difference obtained by subtracting the average value 
from the maximum value: 
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Figure 21: Column graph showing the ‘Difference from the Best’ 
 
High difference from the best method means that some algorithms are inefficient in 
aligning the sequences whereas one of them is able to do it. The differences can be seen 
in figure 21. Finding this helps us know how many times each algorithm performs better 
than the rest.  
Finding the performance of each method: 
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Figure 22: Scatter plot showing the performance of each method 
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This can be better understood when a scatter plot of all the results of all the methods are 
plotted against identity as in figure 22. The figure shows that in case of Information 
Measure the accuracy is significantly good even for low identity values.   
It can be seen from the scatter plot given above, that even for low identity values, the 
Information measure outperforms the other methods.  
Finding the error rate:  
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Figure 23: Error rate  
 
The graph given above in figure 23 is used for finding the error rate. The method used to 
find this is called as Receiver Operating Characteristics plot. It can be clearly observed 
that the Information Measure has low error rates for any given identity range.  The errors 
are due to the erratic profiles used, and their alignment method being not accurate.  
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Chapter 7 
 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 
 
 
In this chapter, we are presenting a summary of the research results and the methods 
implemented in this thesis. We first started of by collecting a random set of protein 
sequences belonging to different families. This was done using SCOP. Then we found 
out the alignment pairs from FATCAT, which was chosen because it was believed to give 
good results. Then we designed modules that could do automatic conversion of the file 
formats obtained from FATCAT and from our algorithms. The next step was to compare 
the two sequences; one from FATCAT and its corresponding pair obtained from our 
algorithms.  
The results obtained were tabulated, and graphs were plotted to visualize the accuracy of 
the algorithms. The graphs were plotted for Identity Vs Accuracy pair and Score Vs 
Accuracy pair. From the graphs, the correlation functions were obtained.  
From the various results obtained by using different approaches, we designed various 
strategies to compare the results, and get the performance of the algorithms. The overall 
comparison resulted in the following conclusion: 
Information Measure – Sharpest 
Maximum Entropy Kernel – Moderate 
Central Limit – Next fuzziest 
FFAS3 – Fuzziest 
It is observed that the Information Measure is the accurate of all, and it is an optimal 
method. So Information Measure method should set the base for further work in this 
field.  
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This thesis leads way to many future works. Some of them are:  
• Finding different strategies for comparison of methods like use of dynamic 
programming or string shifting could be another extension of this work.  
• Studying more about how Information Measure can be further improved, will 
result in more accurate results.   
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APPENDIX A 
PROTEINS 
In this chapter, a brief description of proteins, protein sequencing, the role of 
bioinformatics in identifying protein sequences and its applications are discussed for 
quick reference. 
 PROTEINS: 
Proteins belong to a class of organic compounds called polyamides. The monomer units 
in proteins are called α – amino acids. The amino group CO-NH joining two α-amino 
acids is called peptide link. 
Proteins are very complicated molecules. They have 20 different amino acids that can be 
arranged in any order to make a polypeptide of up to thousands of amino acids long. This 
variety allows proteins to function as specific enzymes that compose a cell's metabolism. 
Proteins constitute 15% of our body mass. They are the vital factors for our life 
sustenance. 
STRUCTURE OF PROTEINS 
Proteins have multiple levels of structure ranging from primary to quaternary.  
PRIMARY STRUCTURE:  
A protein's primary structure is nothing but its order of the amino acids. This order, by 
convention, is always written from amino end to carboxyl end. The primary structure 
may be thought of as a complete description of all of the covalent bonding in a 
polypeptide chain. 
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An example of a protein primary structure [22] from yeast hexokinase is as follows: 
  1 A A S X D X S L V E V H X X V F I V P P X I L Q A V V S I A 
 31 T T R X D D X D S A A A S I P M V P G W V L K Q V X G S Q A 
 61 G S F L A I V M G G G D L E V I L I X L A G Y Q E S S I X A 
 91 S R S L A A S M X T T A I P S D L W G N X A X S N A A F S S 
121 X E F S S X A G S V P L G F T F X E A G A K E X V I K G Q I 
151 T X Q A X A F S L A X L X K L I S A M X N A X F P A G D X X 
181 X X V A D I X D S H G I L X X V N Y T D A X I K M G I I F G 
211 S G V N A A Y W C D S T X I A D A A D A G X X G G A G X M X 
241 V C C X Q D S F R K A F P S L P Q I X Y X X T L N X X S P X 
271 A X K T F E K N S X A K N X G Q S L R D V L M X Y K X X G Q 
301 X H X X X A X D F X A A N V E N S S Y P A K I Q K L P H F D 
331 L R X X X D L F X G D Q G I A X K T X M K X V V R R X L F L 
361 I A A Y A F R L V V C X I X A I C Q K K G Y S S G H I A A X 
391 G S X R D Y S G F S X N S A T X N X N I Y G W P Q S A X X S 
421 K P I X I T P A I D G E G A A X X V I X S I A S S Q X X X A 
451 X X S A X X A 
 
SECONDARY STRUCTURE: 
Secondary structure is the ordered arrangement of amino acids in localized regions of a   
protein molecule. The two main types of secondary structures are the alpha helix and the 
anti-parallel beta-pleated sheet. An a-helix is a clockwise spiral with each peptide bond in 
its trans-conformation and is planar. The amine group of each peptide bond runs upwards 
and parallel to the axis of the helix. The carbonyl group generally points downwards. 
 
Figure 24[22]: The a-helix spiral structure 
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The b-pleated sheet usually consists of polypeptide chains with neighboring chains 
extending perpendicular to each other. As in the case of the a-helix, each peptide bond is 
‘trans’ and planar. The amine and carbonyl groups of peptide bonds point toward each 
other and in the same plane.  
 
Figure 25 [22]: The b-pleated sheet model 
 
TERTIARY STRUCTURE: 
Tertiary structure is the three-dimensional folded structure of the protein. Tertiary 
structure is largely maintained by disulfide bonds. For a protein composed of a single 
polypeptide molecule, the tertiary structure is said to be the highest level of structure that 
is attained. 
 
Figure 26 [22]:3-D protein structure 
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QUATERNARY STRUCTURE: 
Quaternary structure is found only if there is more than one polypeptide chain. It is used 
to describe proteins composed of multiple subunits; each called a 'monomer'. 
 
Figure 27 [22]: Quaternary structure of proteins 
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APPENDIX B 
SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT 
Aligning protein sequences with other protein sequences is a way to know the family of 
proteins. It helps in understanding the evolutionary process dating back from millions of 
years. Not only this, it also gives a way to compare a new sequence against a set of 
sequences in the protein database, thus co-relating the new sequence to a well-defined 
structure and/or function of the proteins that matched the sequence. This concept is used 
in the study of medicine, to study about various causes of diseases, and helps us to find a 
solution to the problem. 
 
MULTIPLE ALIGNMENTS OF PROTEIN SEQUENCES: 
Multiple alignments of protein sequences are important tools in studying proteins. It 
involves finding matching protein sequences from the database of proteins, given a 
sample protein sequence. The information we obtain is used in identifying conserved 
sequence regions. This is used in designing experiments to test and modify the function 
of specific proteins.  
Sequence alignment is a way of arranging the primary sequence of DNA, RNA, or 
protein to identify regions of similarity that may be a consequence of functional, 
structural, or evolutionary relationships between the sequences 
Sequences can be aligned across their entire length called global alignment, or only in 
certain regions called local alignment. This is true for pair wise and multiple alignments. 
Global alignments need to use gaps representing insertions/deletions, while local 
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alignment can avoid them. Gaps are inserted between the residues so that residues with 
identical or similar characters are aligned in successive columns. 
Sequence alignment should be possible for any group of related proteins. For studying 
purposes, the initial alignment is considered to be important because it tells us the 
relevance to our purpose. When considering initial alignment, two extreme cases are 
possible: 
1. If sequences are very identical to each other across their entire length, then they 
are not of much use to us because they do not exhibit mutation.  
2. If sequences are much diverged from each other, they do not help us to co-relate 
them. But, still, it is possible to identify related proteins if large data is present for 
experimenting. 
A protein sequence is said to be related by homology or convergence. Homologous 
proteins have common ancestor and common functions. Converged proteins are those 
that evolve independently to have common sequence features that have a common 
function.  
In protein sequence alignment, the degree of similarity between amino acids 
occupying a certain position in the sequence can be interpreted as a rough measure of 
how conserved a particular region is among lineages. 
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APPENDIX C 
SOURCE CODE 
Program 1: To change the format of the input files from FATCAT 
#FS =" "                              // This is an awk program 
#BEGIN {print toupper($2)} {print toupper($5)} 
/Align/ {print toupper($2)} 
/Align/ {print toupper($5)} 
/ini-rmsd/ { print "ini.rmsd:" $6} 
/opt-rmsd/ {print "opt.rmsd:" $10} 
/chain-rmsd/ {print "chain.rmsd:" $12} 
/Score/ {print "Score:" $14} 
/Identity/ { print "Identity:" $6} 
#/1111/ {print "\n"} 
/Chain 1:/ {print $4} 
#/1111/ {print "\n"} 
/Chain 2:/ {print $4"\n"} 
#{for(i=1;i<=NF;i++) print "field:    "  $i; 
#{print toupper($2)} 
#{print toupper($5)} 
 
 
 
 
Program 2: To change the format of the input files from our algorithms 
BEGIN {FS="" }              //This is an awk program 
/^8/ { var1[length($2)]=$2;len1=length($2);for (i=1;i<=len1;i++){ print var1[i]}} 
/^9/ {S2=$2} 
{ 
len=length($arr1[100]) 
for(i=1; i<=$len; i++) 
{ 
if ($arr1[i] ==  $arr2[i]) 
{$count=+1} 
} 
} 
END {print "Count=" $count;print "n=" $n;print "len=" $len1; 
for(i=1;i<=$len1;i++) 
{ 
print arr1[i] 
} 
} 
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Program 3: Awk program to do some pattern matching on the input files 
#!/bin/ksh 
for file in format/*.txt 
do 
gawk -f format.awk $file|sed "y/-/*/"> temp1 
sed -e "s/[_]*.PDB/0/" temp1>temp2 
sed -e "s/^D[1-9]/1/" temp2>$file.align 
done 
Program 4: C++ program to find the number of matching pairs in the two input 
sequence alignment files 
#include<fstream.h> 
#include<iostream.h> 
#include<stdio.h> 
 
int main(int argc,char *argv[]) 
{ 
 const int MAX=80; 
 int 
j2=1,j3,p=1,q=1,i,m=1,j,s[100],t,p2=1,q2=1,m2=1,s2[100],seq1=0,seq2=0,c
ount,bingo1,bingo2; 
 char 
arr[50][100],ch,temp[2][800],temp2[2][800],arr2[50][100],ch2,fat[2][800
],psi[2][800]; 
        char sfat[2][800],spsi[2][800]; 
 
struct orig_arr 
{ 
char protein; 
int position; 
}; 
orig_arr 
psia1[600],psib1[600],fata2[600],fatb2[600],new_sfat1[600],new_sfat2[60
0],new_sposa[800],new_sposb[800]; 
 
 for(i=1;i<=100;i++) 
  { 
  s[i]='\0'; 
  s2[i]='\0'; 
  } 
 for(i=1;i<=800;i++) 
  { 
  temp[1][i]='\0'; 
  temp[2][i]='\0'; 
  temp2[1][i]='\0'; 
  temp2[2][i]='\0'; 
  } 
 
 for(int i=0;i<50;i++) 
  { 
 for(int j=0;j<100;j++) 
   { 
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   arr[i][j]='\0'; 
   arr2[i][j]='\0'; 
   } 
  } 
ifstream infile(argv[1]); 
  while(infile) 
  { 
       infile.get(ch); 
        while(ch !='\n') 
        { 
             if(ch=='\0') 
      { 
       break; 
      } 
      else 
      { 
           arr[p][q++]=ch; 
           infile.get(ch); 
      }  
        } 
                s[m++]=q-1;      
          p++; 
          q=1; 
  } 
printf("Identity from FATCAT:"); 
 for(i=1;i<s[7];i++) 
 cout<<arr[7][i]; 
               for(i=1;i<=2;i++) 
       { 
        for(j=1;j<=s[i];j++) 
         { 
        cout<<arr[i][j]; 
        } 
        cout<<"\n"; 
       } 
 for(i=10;i<=p;i=i+3) 
 for(q=1;q<=70;q++) 
  { 
  arr[i][q]='\0'; 
  } 
 for(i=7;i<=p;i=i+3) 
 s[i]=0; 
//for(i=1;i<=p;i++) 
//printf("size of[ %d]=%d\n", i,s[i]); 
 printf("\nExtracted sequences:\n"); 
 for(i=8;i<p;i++) 
 { 
    for(q=1;q<=s[i];q++) 
      { 
        cout<<arr[i][q]; 
      } 
         cout<<"\n"; 
  } 
 int n=1; 
 m=1; 
 for(i=8;i<=p;i=i+3)                         //temp is for fatcat 
 { 
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     for(j=1;j<=s[i];j++) 
     { 
       temp[1][n++]=arr[i][j]; 
     } 
 } 
//for(i=1;i<=n-1;i++) 
//printf("%d",temp[1][i]); 
 seq1=n-1; 
 printf("seq1=%d\n", seq1); 
 n=1; 
 for(i=9;i<=p;i=i+3) 
 { 
     for(j=1;j<=s[i];j++) 
     { 
       temp[2][n++]=arr[i][j]; 
     } 
 } 
/* 
printf("\nConcatenated into two arrays:\n",n); 
        for(i=1;i<=seq1;i++) 
        cout<<temp[1][i]<<" "<<temp[2][i]<<"\n";           
                for(i=1;i<=2;i++) 
                { 
     for(j=1;j<=seq1;j++) 
     { 
      cout<<temp[i][j]; 
     } 
                cout<<"\n"; 
                }  
 */ 
m2=1; 
//*********************************************************************
*********** 
ifstream infile2(argv[2]);  
while(infile2) 
 { 
        infile2.get(ch2); 
        while(ch2!='\n') 
        { 
        if(ch2=='\0') 
        { break;  }  
      
        else  
        { 
          arr2[p2][q2++]=ch2; 
          infile2.get(ch2); 
         } 
         } 
         s2[m2++]=q2-1; 
         p2++; 
         q2=1; 
 } 
printf("\nScore value from file 2:\n"); 
 for(i=1;i<=s2[1];i++) 
 cout<<arr2[1][i]; 
  
 for(i=4;i<=p2;i=i+3) 
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 for(q2=1;q2<=s2[i];q2++) 
  { 
  arr[i][q2]='\0'; 
  } 
 for(i=4;i<=p2;i=i+3) 
 s2[i]=0; 
//for(i=1;i<=p2;i++) 
//printf("size of[ %d]=%d\n", i,s2[i]); 
 printf("\nExtracted sequence 2(from psi-blast):\n"); 
                for(i=2;i<=p2;i++) 
                { 
       for(q2=1;q2<=s2[i];q2++) 
       { 
          cout<<arr2[i][q2]; 
       } 
                cout<<"\n"; 
                }     
     n=1;j=1; 
m=1; 
for(i=2;i<=p2;i=i+3) 
 { 
     for(j=1;j<=s2[i];j++) 
     { 
       temp2[1][n++]=arr2[i][j]; 
     } 
  
 } 
seq2=n-1; 
n=1; 
 for(i=3;i<=p2;i=i+3) 
  { 
     for(j=1;j<=s2[i];j++) 
      { 
        temp2[2][n++]=arr2[i][j]; 
      } 
  //printf("\ns2[%d]=%d\n",i,s[i]); 
  } 
/*printf("\nConcatenated into array:\n");           //temp2 is for psi-
blast 
   for(i=1;i<=2;i++) 
  { 
   for(j=1;j<=seq2;j++) 
   { 
    cout<<temp2[i][j]; 
   } 
    cout<<"\n"; 
   } 
//for(i=1;i<=seq2;i++) 
//cout<<temp2[1][i]<<" "<<temp2[2][i]<<"\n"; 
*/ 
j=1; i=1;n=1; 
int l=0,k=0,miscount=0; 
count=0; 
while(i<=30) 
{ 
      if(count>2) 
        break; 
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      if(temp2[1][i]!=temp[1][j])// checkout for matching position 
     { miscount++; 
      i++;         
      } 
 else 
  { 
  k=j+1; 
  l=i+1; 
  if(temp2[1][l]!=temp[1][k]) 
  i++; 
  else 
   { 
                 count=count+1; 
   i++; 
   j++; 
                        
   } 
  } 
 
} 
 
count=i-count; 
//if(miscount>5) 
//count=10; 
printf("position=%d \n sequence=%d\n",count,seq2); 
int seq3=0; 
 
 for(i=1;i<=2;i++) 
 for(j=1;j<=800;j++) 
 { 
  fat[i][j]='\0'; 
  psi[i][j]='\0'; 
                sfat[i][j]='\0'; 
                spsi[i][j]='\0'; 
           } 
n=1; 
 for(i=1;i<=2;i++) 
 { 
 for(j=count;j<=seq2;j++) 
  { 
          psi[i][n++]=temp2[i][j]; 
            } 
 n=1;                  
 } 
i=1; 
 while(psi[1][i]!='\0') 
 { 
 i++; 
 } 
seq3=i-1; 
int seq,se; 
 if(seq1<seq2) 
 seq=seq1; 
 else 
 seq=seq2; 
       printf("\n Seq1= %d\n seq2=%d \nseq=%d", seq1,seq2,seq); 
//printf("\n After matching the start of the sequences:\n"); 
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for(i=1;i<=2;i++) 
        { 
        for(j=1;j<=seq;j++) 
        { 
        fat[i][j]=temp[i][j]; 
        } 
        } 
/*printf("\nSequence 2 from psi-blast:\n"); 
for(i=1;i<=2;i++) 
        { 
        for(j=1;j<=seq;j++) 
        { 
        psi[i][j]=temp[i][j]; 
        cout<<psi[i][j]; 
        } 
        printf("\n"); 
        } 
*/ 
for(i=1;i<=seq;i++) 
{ 
psia1[i].protein='\0'; 
psia1[i].position=0; 
fata2[i].position=0; 
psib1[i].position=0; 
fatb2[i].position=0; 
fata2[i].protein='\0'; 
psib1[i].protein='\0'; 
fatb2[i].protein='\0'; 
new_sfat1[i].protein='\0'; 
new_sfat1[i].position=0; 
new_sfat2[i].position=0; 
new_sfat2[i].protein='\0'; 
} 
for(i=1;i<=seq;i++) 
{ 
psia1[i].protein=psi[1][i]; 
psia1[i].position=i; 
fata2[i].position=i; 
psib1[i].position=i; 
fatb2[i].position=i; 
fata2[i].protein=fat[1][i]; 
psib1[i].protein=psi[2][i]; 
fatb2[i].protein=fat[2][i]; 
} 
/*for(i=1;i<=seq;i++) 
{ 
cout<<psia1[i].protein<<" 
"<<psia1[i].position<<"|"<<psib1[i].protein<<" "<<psib1[i].position<<"  
"<<fata2[i].protein<<" "<<fata2[i].position<<"|"<<fatb2[i].protein; 
cout<<" "<<fatb2[i].position<<"\n"; 
} 
*/ 
j=1; 
 for(i=1;i<=seq2;i++) 
 { 
  if(psi[1][i]=='*' && psi[1][i]!='\0') 
  continue; 
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  else 
  { 
  new_sposa[j].protein=psi[1][i]; 
  new_sposa[j].position=j; 
  new_sposb[j].protein=psi[2][i]; 
  new_sposb[j].position=i; 
                j++; 
  } 
 } 
 for(i=1;i<=seq2;i++) 
 { 
  if(fat[1][i]=='*' && fat[2][i]!='\0') 
  continue; 
  else 
  { 
  new_sfat1[j2].protein=fat[1][i]; 
  new_sfat1[j2].position=j2; 
  new_sfat2[j2].protein=fat[2][i]; 
  new_sfat2[j2].position=i; 
  j2++; 
  } 
 } 
/* 
for(i=1;i<=seq2;i++) 
 { 
 if(psi[2][i]=='*'&& psi[2][i]!='\0') 
 continue; 
 else 
 spsi[2][j3++]=psi[2][i]; 
 } 
for(i=1;i<=seq;i++) 
 { 
 cout<<sfat[1][i]<<" "<<sfat[2][i]<<" | 
"<<spsi[1][i]<<spsi[2][i]<<"\n"; 
 } 
*/ 
printf("shrink\n"); 
/* for(i=1;i<=seq;i++) 
 { 
 if(new_sposa[i].protein!='\0') 
  { 
  cout<<new_sposa[i].protein; 
  cout<<" 
"<<new_sposa[i].position<<"|"<<new_sposb[i].protein<<"   
 "<<new_sposb[i].position<<"\n"; 
  } 
 else  
 break; 
 } 
*/ 
int length; 
length=i-1; 
bingo1=1; 
for(i=1;i<=length;i++) 
 { 
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if((new_sposa[i].protein==new_sfat1[i].protein)&&(new_sposa[i].position
==new_sfat1[i].position)&&((new_sposa[i].protein!='\0') && 
(new_sfat1[i].protein!='\0'))) 
  { 
        if(new_sposb[i].protein==new_sfat2[i].protein &&  
 new_sposb[i].protein!='\0' && new_sfat2[i].protein!='\0') 
       { 
//     cout<<"\n"<<new_sposa[i].protein<<" "<<new_sposb[i].protein; 
//     cout<<" "<<new_sfat1[i].protein<<" 
"<<new_sfat2[i].protein<<"\n"; 
       bingo1++; 
         } 
  } 
 }  
//printf("\nBINGO 1=%d\n",bingo1-1); 
printf("\nBINGO 1=%d\n",bingo1-1); 
//printf("\nBINGO 2=%d\n",bingo2-1); 
printf("Length 1=%d\n",length); 
//printf("Lenth 2= %d",length2); 
printf("Identity from FATCAT:"); 
        for(i=1;i<s[7];i++) 
        cout<<arr[7][i]; 
printf("Score value from file 2:\n"); 
        for(i=1;i<=s2[1];i++) 
        cout<<arr2[1][i]; 
//*********************************************************************
******* 
int score=0; 
for(j=1;j<=seq;j++) 
{ 
if((fat[1][j]==psi[1][j]) && (fat[2][j]==psi[2][j])) 
{score=score+1; 
} 
} 
printf("\n\n Score = %d\n\n", score); 
//*********************************************************************
***** 
count=0; 
        
/*printf("seq2=%d", seq2); 
        for(j=1;j<=seq;j++) 
        { 
        if(fat[1][j]!='\0') 
        count=count+1; 
        } 
printf("count=%d", count); 
*/ 
} 
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APPENDIX D 
 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
Results from Maximum Entropy Kernel method: 
 
SEQUENCE PAIR IDENTITY 
NUM. 
OF HITS LENGTH SCORE ACCURACY 
1CF3A-1KDGA.align  136   16.54 178 405 3.767959 43.95061728 
1MRJ0-1QI7A.align  100   18.01 200 261 4.892712 76.62835249 
1OOYA-1POIA.align  1116   18.39 210 261 2.939893 80.45977011 
1K6DA-1POIA.align  186   19.43 120 247 4.084214 48.58299595 
1AC50-1WHT0.align  17   20.17 229 463 5.911321 49.4600432 
1CF3A-1JU2A.align  135   20.61 214 393 3.644429 54.45292621 
1CPT0-1ODOA.align  141   20.78 120 409 4.558136 29.3398533 
1AC50-1IVYA.align  16   21.17 330 504 3.950794 65.47619048 
1CPT0-1DZ4A.align  142   21.58 130 417 4.57 31.17505995 
1DLC0-1I5PA.align  145   21.59 170 227 4.362265 74.88986784 
1AD3A-1UZBA.align  114   21.83 392 449 6.168434 87.30512249 
1AD3A-1UXNA.align  113   22.08 380 453 6.714322 83.88520971 
1CPT0-1LFKA.align  130   23.02 135 404 4.27176 33.41584158 
1EA5A-1THG0.align  150   23.41 402 576 5.591395 69.79166667 
1AD3A-1BI9A.align  18   23.5 363 451 5.519207 80.48780488 
1AD3A-1EUHA.align  10   23.81 388 441 5.988865 87.98185941 
1AC50-1CPY0.align  15   24.31 381 473 5.72491 80.54968288 
1EA5A-1GZ7A.align  154   24.56 426 570 5.663376 74.73684211 
1HRDA-1HWXA.align  181   24.74 148 194 5.119852 76.28865979 
1CPT0-1JFBA.align  139   25.25 166 408 4.481258 40.68627451 
1E3JA-1JVBA.align  148   25.41 115 181 3.192881 63.5359116 
1AD3A-1O04A.align  111   25.44 391 452 5.515295 86.50442478 
1OS8A-1TON0.align  1117  25.63 195 238 3.980906 81.93277311 
1AD3A-1O9JA.align  112   25.66 381 452 5.538068 84.2920354 
1AD3A-1BXSA.align  19   26.06 390 449 5.49918 86.8596882 
1TON0-1UCY0.align  1126 26.44 86 261 3.93 32.95019157 
1EA5A-1QE3A.align  159   27.19 452 526 6.310761 85.93155894 
1LVL0-1GRS0.align  195   27.68 139 224 7.010285 62.05357143 
1LVL0-1ONFA.align  197   27.73 118 220 6.625127 53.63636364 
1K4YA-1BCE0.align  185   28.15 300 547 6.537891 54.84460695 
1TON0-1RP2A.align  1124 28.94 83 235 5.510303 35.31914894 
1GESA-1LVL0.align  166   29.09 142 220 6.648236 64.54545455 
1EA5A-1F6WA.align  152   29.35 478 552 6.55232 86.5942029 
1EA5A-1K4YA.align  155   29.85 431 546 6.972468 78.93772894 
1A53A-1PII0.align  1   30.12 202 259 2.716951 77.99227799 
1F8UA-1BCE0.align  165   30.16 220 547 6.196808 40.21937843 
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1EA5A-1BCE0.align  140   30.4 477 546 6.821065 87.36263736 
1MX1A-1BCE0.align  103   30.66 447 548 6.31741 81.56934307 
1O04A-1UZBA.align  1112   30.83 446 506 5.419308 88.14229249 
1UZBA-1BXSA.align  129 30.83 447 506 5.473991 88.33992095 
1BI9A-1UZBA.align  126  30.84 419 509 5.367789 82.31827112 
1O9JA-1UZBA.align  1113   31.03 447 506 5.407814 88.33992095 
1I4NA-1PII0.align  182   31.1 230 254 3.244906 90.5511811 
1LUGA-1ZNC0.align  192   31.23 132 269 5.590944 49.07063197 
1MRJ0-1TFMA.align  101   31.33 211 249 6.810171 84.73895582 
1N5MA-1BCE0.align  1111   31.56 214 545 6.622496 39.26605505 
1EA5A-1MX1A.align  156   31.68 458 546 6.725425 83.88278388 
1LUGA-1ZNCA.align  194   32.22 224 270 4.16187 82.96296296 
1MRJ0-1ONKA.align  199   32.28 223 254 5.41391 87.79527559 
1PII0-1VC4A.align  1119 32.68 217 257 3.809386 84.43579767 
1AK20-1S3GA.align  116   33.51 110 191 3.512316 57.59162304 
1BVUA-1HRDA.align  127   33.52 160 179 5.586709 89.38547486 
1PZEA-1UXJA.align  1121 33.79 74 145 9.594587 51.03448276 
1CPT0-1DLC0.align  137   34.06 200 229 4.897619 87.33624454 
1EUZA-1HRDA.align  161   35.2 157 179 5.553004 87.70949721 
1B26A-1HRDA.align  124   35.23 152 176 6.125555 86.36363636 
1F6DA-1V4VA.align  163  35.37 321 376 5.471936 85.37234043 
1MRJ0-1UQ5A.align  102   35.55 227 256 5.123775 88.671875 
1LUGA-1RJ6A.align  189   35.98 239 264 5.835612 90.53030303 
1AK20-1ZIN0.align  117   36.13 110 191 3.632336 57.59162304 
1LEHA-1C1DA.align  120   37.44 193 203 4.920991 95.07389163 
1DX4A-1EA5A.align  147   37.68 104 544 6.56946 19.11764706 
1GV1A-1PZEA.align  167   37.93 134 145 9.277181 92.4137931 
1H45A-1NKXA.align  174   38.3 282 342 4.892506 82.45614035 
1DIQA-1QLTA.align  143   38.46 194 260 6.723626 74.61538462 
1AW1A-1N55A.align  118   38.89 240 252 6.835295 95.23809524 
1B9BA-1N55A.align  125   42.4 244 250 7.334283 97.6 
1LVL0-1LADA.align  196  42.42 145 231 9.095095 62.77056277 
1A8I0-1L5WA.align  13 42.45 231 808 7.272206 28.58910891 
1TON0-1TRNA.align  1125 42.54 221 228 6.22014 96.92982456 
1N55A-1BTMA.align  104   44 238 250 7.133661 95.2 
1IYXA-1ONEA.align  184   44.11 257 297 6.90091 86.53198653 
1N55A-1O5XA.align  106   44.58 237 249 6.933276 95.18072289 
1N55A-1NEYA.align  105   45.38 242 249 7.467237 97.18875502 
1AK20-1AKY0.align  115   46.35 112 192 4.169659 58.33333333 
1A8I0-1YGPA.align  14   46.81 235 831 5.926558 28.27918171 
1F6DA-1O6CA.align  162   47.27 357 366 6.093797 97.54098361 
1PZEA-1T2DA.align  1110 47.74 78 155 9.421396 50.32258065 
1N55A-1R2RA.align  107   49.4 240 249 6.690825 96.38554217 
1M6JA-1N55A.align  198   50.58 254 257 6.870615 98.83268482 
1H45A-1IEJA.align  160   51.38 284 327 4.848183 86.85015291 
1CDOA-1HETA.align  131   52.26 164 199 8.516372 82.4120603 
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1KEQA-1LUGA.align  187   53.59 235 237 4.856467 99.15611814 
1OEPA-1ONEA.align  1114   55.29 119 293 7.016006 40.61433447 
1P5HA-1Q7EA.align  1118 56.47 394 425 8.9959 92.70588235 
1EA5A-1F8UA.align  153   57.97 527 533 7.825631 98.87429644 
1HETA-1M6HA.align  179   58.38 158 197 9.785246 80.20304569 
1EA5A-1N5MA.align  157   58.83 526 532 7.834775 98.87218045 
1AZCA-1JOI0.align  110   60.16 128 128 3.075229 100 
1H45A-1H76A.align  169   60.25 320 322 4.631847 99.37888199 
1H45A-1RYOA.align  175   60.87 303 322 5.505967 94.09937888 
1AZCA-1NWPA.align  122   60.94 128 128 3.95779 100 
1H45A-1JNFA.align  171   60.99 272 323 3.915142 84.21052632 
1E3JA-1PL7A.align  149   62.36 139 178 7.054646 78.08988764 
1AZCA-1JZGA.align  121   63.28 125 128 2.540213 97.65625 
1ONEA-1PDZ0.align  1115  63.95 291 294 7.610665 98.97959184 
1CF3A-1GPEA.align  134   65.71 381 385 4.65595 98.96103896 
1IDK0-1QCXA.align  183   66.3 347 359 5.448807 96.65738162 
1CE2A-1H45A.align  132   66.67 319 321 3.385577 99.37694704 
1H45A-1JW1A.align  172   68.22 237 321 4.130954 73.8317757 
1N55A-1TCDA.align  109   68.95 247 248 8.332209 99.59677419 
1AZCA-1RKRA.align  123   69.77 126 129 2.464808 97.6744186 
1KV5A-1N55A.align  188   69.88 248 249 7.29352 99.59839357 
1DITA-1HETA.align  144   72.73 163 198 10.40201 82.32323232 
1BX1A-1H45A.align  128   74.21 313 315 3.29 99.36507937 
1DLC0-1JI6A.align  146   75.77 224 227 5.535889 98.6784141 
1F6WA-1BCE0-align  164  78.42 518 533 8.030763 97.18574109 
1LUGA-1V9EA.align  191   80.16 257 257 4.840286 100 
1A8I0-1L5SA.align  12   81.38 256 795 6.835542 32.20125786 
1HETA-1HSOA.align  177   85.86 166 198 10.68392 83.83838384 
1AZCA-1DYZA.align  119   89.06 125 128 2.573122 97.65625 
1H45A-1LGBC.align  173   98.11 158 159 3.560387 99.37106918 
Table 3: Results from Maximum entropy kernel method 
 
 
Results from FFAS3 method:  
 
 
SEQUENCE PAIR IDENTITY 
NUM. OF 
HITS LENGTH SCORE ACCURACY 
1OOYA-1POIA.align  1116   18.39 201 261 1.56 77.01149425 
1A53A-1PII0.align  1   30.12 206 259 1.8 79.53667954 
1I4NA-1PII0.align  182   31.1 226 254 1.81 88.97637795 
1E3JA-1JVBA.align  148   25.41 115 181 2.02 63.5359116 
1PII0-1VC4A.align  1119 32.68 213 257 2.02 82.87937743 
1F6DA-1V4VA.align  163   35.37 320 376 2.02 85.10638298 
1AK20-1AKY0.align  115   46.35 109 192 2.03 56.77083333 
1AZCA-1RKRA.align  123   69.77 129 129 2.03 100 
1K6DA-1POIA.align  186   19.43 123 247 2.09 49.79757085 
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1DLC0-1I5PA.align  145   21.59 166 227 2.09 73.1277533 
1F6DA-1O6CA.align  162   47.27 352 366 2.09 96.17486339 
1AZCA-1JZGA.align  121   63.28 128 128 2.09 100 
1AC50-1WHT0.align  17   20.17 232 463 2.111795 50.10799136 
1HRDA-1HWXA.align  181   24.74 151 194 2.129707 77.83505155 
1MRJ0-1QI7A.align  100   18.01 199 261 2.13 76.24521073 
1CF3A-1JU2A.align  135   20.61 209 393 2.13 53.18066158 
1AK20-1S3GA.align  116   33.51 110 191 2.13 57.59162304 
1AK20-1ZIN0.align  117   36.13 110 191 2.13 57.59162304 
1AZCA-1DYZA.align  119   89.06 128 128 2.13 100 
1CF3A-1KDGA.align  136   16.54 172 405 2.14 42.4691358 
1CPT0-1DZ4A.align  142   21.58 131 417 2.16 31.41486811 
1MRJ0-1ONKA.align  199   32.28 226 254 2.16 88.97637795 
1MRJ0-1UQ5A.align  102   35.55 229 256 2.16 89.453125 
1H45A-1H76A.align  169   60.25 319 322 2.16 99.06832298 
1CPT0-1LFKA.align  130   23.02 136 404 2.17 33.66336634 
1CPT0-1JFBA.align  139   25.25 154 408 2.17 37.74509804 
1DIQA-1QLTA.align  143   38.46 197 260 2.173243 75.76923077 
1MRJ0-1TFMA.align  101   31.33 214 249 2.178822 85.9437751 
1BVUA-1HRDA.align  127   33.52 160 179 2.179657 89.38547486 
1CPT0-1ODOA.align  141   20.78 118 409 2.18 28.85085575 
1EUZA-1HRDA.align  161   35.2 158 179 2.194751 88.26815642 
1LEHA-1C1DA.align  120   37.44 193 203 2.2 95.07389163 
1IDK0-1QCXA.align  183   66.3 341 359 2.2 94.98607242 
1H45A-1NKXA.align  174   38.3 285 342 2.234349 83.33333333 
1E3JA-1PL7A.align  149   62.36 139 178 2.249664 78.08988764 
1H45A-1LGBC.align  173   98.11 157 159 2.26 98.74213836 
1B26A-1HRDA.align  124   35.23 152 176 2.262336 86.36363636 
1AC50-1IVYA.align  16   21.17 324 504 2.27 64.28571429 
1BX1A-1H45A.align  128   74.21 310 315 2.27 98.41269841 
1CF3A-1GPEA.align  134   65.71 381 385 2.28 98.96103896 
1CE2A-1H45A.align  132   66.67 319 321 2.28 99.37694704 
1AZCA-1JOI0.align  110   60.16 128 128 2.31 100 
1LVL0-1GRS0.align  195   27.68 138 224 2.317521 61.60714286 
1AC50-1CPY0.align  15   24.31 383 473 2.32 80.97251586 
1GESA-1LVL0.align  166   29.09 142 220 2.32 64.54545455 
1PZEA-1T2DA.align  1110 47.74 78 155 2.325589 50.32258065 
1GV1A-1PZEA.align  167   37.93 135 145 2.331289 93.10344828 
1AW1A-1N55A.align  118   38.89 238 252 2.339672 94.44444444 
1CPT0-1DLC0.align  137   34.06 200 229 2.34 87.33624454 
1H45A-1JW1A.align  172   68.22 205 321 2.34 63.86292835 
1N55A-1O5XA.align  106   44.58 242 249 2.35 97.18875502 
1LVL0-1ONFA.align  197   27.73 118 220 2.36 53.63636364 
1F8UA-1BCE0.align  165   30.16 221 547 2.36 40.40219378 
1N55A-1NEYA.align  105   45.38 241 249 2.36 96.78714859 
1P5HA-1Q7EA.align  1118 56.47 394 425 2.36 92.70588235 
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1A8I0-1YGPA.align  14   46.81 233 831 2.36311 28.03850782 
1PZEA-1UXJA.align  1121 33.79 76 145 2.363578 52.4137931 
1LVL0-1LADA.align  196  42.42 145 231 2.36398 62.77056277 
1N55A-1BTMA.align  104   44 239 250 2.37 95.6 
1H45A-1JNFA.align  171   60.99 319 323 2.37 98.76160991 
1B9BA-1N55A.align  125   42.4 244 250 2.38 97.6 
1M6JA-1N55A.align  198   50.58 253 257 2.39 98.44357977 
1N55A-1R2RA.align  107   49.4 240 249 2.41 96.38554217 
1DLC0-1JI6A.align  146   75.77 224 227 2.41 98.6784141 
1EA5A-1GZ7A.align  154   24.56 394 570 2.43 69.12280702 
1H45A-1RYOA.align  175   60.87 303 322 2.43 94.09937888 
1KV5A-1N55A.align  188   69.88 248 249 2.43 99.59839357 
1A8I0-1L5SA.align  12   81.38 257 795 2.432197 32.32704403 
1EA5A-1THG0.align  150   23.41 411 576 2.44 71.35416667 
1H45A-1IEJA.align  160   51.38 287 327 2.44 87.7675841 
1N55A-1TCDA.align  109   68.95 247 248 2.44 99.59677419 
1MX1A-1BCE0.align  103   30.66 448 548 2.45 81.75182482 
1A8I0-1L5WA.align  13 42.45 233 808 2.466028 28.83663366 
1EA5A-1BCE0.align  140   30.4 477 546 2.48 87.36263736 
1EA5A-1MX1A.align  156   31.68 459 546 2.48 84.06593407 
1EA5A-1F8UA.align  153   57.97 525 533 2.48 98.49906191 
1K4YA-1BCE0.align  185   28.15 299 547 2.49 54.66179159 
1N5MA-1BCE0.align  1111   31.56 216 545 2.49 39.63302752 
1EA5A-1F6WA.align  152   29.35 473 552 2.5 85.6884058 
1LUGA-1ZNCA.align  194   32.22 224 270 2.5 82.96296296 
1KEQA-1LUGA.align  187   53.59 234 237 2.5 98.73417722 
1AZCA-1NWPA.align  122   60.94 128 128 2.5 100 
1LUGA-1ZNC0.align  192   31.23 131 269 2.506702 48.69888476 
1AD3A-1EUHA.align  10   23.81 390 441 2.51 88.43537415 
1EA5A-1QE3A.align  159   27.19 454 526 2.51 86.31178707 
1EA5A-1K4YA.align  155   29.85 438 546 2.51 80.21978022 
1AD3A-1UXNA.align  113   22.08 379 453 2.514268 83.66445916 
1LUGA-1RJ6A.align  189   35.98 240 264 2.514546 90.90909091 
1AD3A-1BXSA.align  19   26.06 389 449 2.52 86.63697105 
1UZBA-1BXSA.align  129 30.83 442 506 2.52 87.35177866 
1O04A-1UZBA.align  1112   30.83 448 506 2.52 88.53754941 
1BI9A-1UZBA.align  126  30.84 419 507 2.52 82.64299803 
1O9JA-1UZBA.align  1113   31.03 442 506 2.52 87.35177866 
1EA5A-1N5MA.align  157   58.83 525 532 2.52 98.68421053 
1F6WA-1BCE0-align  164  78.42 515 533 2.52 96.62288931 
1OS8A-1TON0.align  1117  25.63 196 238 2.53 82.35294118 
1LUGA-1V9EA.align  191   80.16 257 257 2.53 100 
1AD3A-1BI9A.align  18   23.5 363 451 2.55 80.48780488 
1AD3A-1O04A.align  111   25.44 389 452 2.55 86.0619469 
1AD3A-1O9JA.align  112   25.66 381 452 2.55 84.2920354 
1HETA-1M6HA.align  179   58.38 158 197 2.554671 80.20304569 
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1AD3A-1UZBA.align  114   21.83 395 449 2.56 87.97327394 
1TON0-1UCY0.align  1126 26.44 86 261 2.56 32.95019157 
1DX4A-1EA5A.align  147   37.68 104 544 2.56 19.11764706 
1DITA-1HETA.align  144   72.73 163 198 2.566516 82.32323232 
1HETA-1HSOA.align  177   85.86 166 198 2.571579 83.83838384 
1CDOA-1HETA.align  131   52.26 164 199 2.571689 82.4120603 
1TON0-1RP2A.align  1124 28.94 82 235 2.58644 34.89361702 
1TON0-1TRNA.align  1125 42.54 223 228 2.62 97.80701754 
1IYXA-1ONEA.align  184   44.11 269 297 2.63 90.57239057 
1OEPA-1ONEA.align  
1114   55.29 119 293 2.65 40.61433447 
1ONEA-1PDZ0.align  1115  63.95 291 294 2.68 98.97959184 
Table 4: Results from FFAS3 method 
 
 
 
Results from Central limit method:  
 
SEQUENCE PAIR IDENTITY 
NUM. 
OF 
HITS LENGTH SCORE ACCURACY 
1AZCA-1RKRA.align  123   69.77 126 129 2.326546 97.6744186 
1AZCA-1JZGA.align  121   63.28 125 128 2.430701 97.65625 
1AZCA-1DYZA.align  119   89.06 125 128 2.488038 97.65625 
1A53A-1PII0.align  1   30.12 202 259 2.638757 77.992278 
1CF3A-1JU2A.align  135   20.61 214 393 2.79841 54.4529262 
1CF3A-1KDGA.align  136   16.54 178 405 2.827991 43.9506173 
1AK20-1S3GA.align  116   33.51 110 191 2.944811 57.591623 
1LUGA-1ZNC0.align  192   31.23 132 269 2.966648 49.070632 
1LUGA-1ZNCA.align  194   32.22 224 270 2.966648 82.962963 
1AK20-1ZIN0.align  117   36.13 110 191 2.996919 57.591623 
1LUGA-1RJ6A.align  189   35.98 242 264 3.045907 91.6666667 
1AC50-1IVYA.align  16   21.17 330 504 3.077281 65.4761905 
1H45A-1LGBC.align  173   98.11 158 159 3.129039 99.3710692 
1TON0-1UCY0.align  1126 26.44 86 261 3.14 32.9501916 
1AC50-1WHT0.align  17   20.17 224 463 3.143895 48.3801296 
1OOYA-1POIA.align  1116   18.39 210 261 3.166227 80.4597701 
1BX1A-1H45A.align  128   74.21 316 318 3.18 99.3710692 
1I4NA-1PII0.align  182   31.1 229 254 3.244877 90.1574803 
1E3JA-1JVBA.align  148   25.41 115 181 3.245112 63.5359116 
1CE2A-1H45A.align  132   66.67 319 321 3.261909 99.376947 
1KEQA-1LUGA.align  187   53.59 235 237 3.272355 99.1561181 
1LUGA-1V9EA.align  191   80.16 257 257 3.308144 100 
1H45A-1NKXA.align  174   38.3 278 342 3.332507 81.2865497 
1AK20-1AKY0.align  115   46.35 112 192 3.345782 58.3333333 
1CF3A-1GPEA.align  134   65.71 381 385 3.361984 98.961039 
1OS8A-1TON0.align  1117  25.63 195 238 3.414002 81.9327731 
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1HRDA-1HWXA.align  181   24.74 147 194 3.418304 75.7731959 
1AZCA-1JOI0.align  110   60.16 128 128 3.449973 100 
1EA5A-1THG0.align  150   23.41 402 576 3.468597 69.7916667 
1EA5A-1GZ7A.align  154   24.56 426 570 3.55158 74.7368421 
1CPT0-1LFKA.align  130   23.02 135 404 3.595433 33.4158416 
1A8I0-1YGPA.align  14   46.81 235 831 3.612093 28.2791817 
1H45A-1JNFA.align  171   60.99 213 323 3.619388 65.9442724 
1PII0-1VC4A.align  1119 32.68 217 257 3.665152 84.4357977 
1CPT0-1JFBA.align  139   25.25 166 408 3.787099 40.6862745 
1F8UA-1BCE0.align  165   30.16 220 547 3.792794 40.2193784 
1MX1A-1BCE0.align  103   30.66 447 548 3.820093 81.5693431 
1CPT0-1ODOA.align  141   20.78 120 409 3.822938 29.3398533 
1AC50-1CPY0.align  15   24.31 381 473 3.825584 80.5496829 
1H45A-1JW1A.align  172   68.22 237 321 3.832626 73.8317757 
1K4YA-1BCE0.align  185   28.15 300 547 3.898908 54.8446069 
1DX4A-1EA5A.align  147   37.68 104 544 3.902861 19.1176471 
1CPT0-1DZ4A.align  142   21.58 131 417 3.91 31.4148681 
1EUZA-1HRDA.align  161   35.2 157 179 3.972296 87.7094972 
1EA5A-1F6WA.align  152   29.35 478 552 3.976952 86.5942029 
1N5MA-1BCE0.align  1111   31.56 214 545 4.002013 39.266055 
1EA5A-1MX1A.align  156   31.68 458 546 4.016177 83.8827839 
1EA5A-1QE3A.align  159   27.19 452 526 4.033488 85.9315589 
1DLC0-1I5PA.align  145   21.59 148 227 4.05053 65.1982379 
1BVUA-1HRDA.align  127   33.52 160 179 4.052246 89.3854749 
1EA5A-1K4YA.align  155   29.85 431 546 4.073736 78.9377289 
1EA5A-1BCE0.align  140   30.4 477 546 4.099 87.3626374 
1TON0-1RP2A.align  1124 28.94 83 235 4.100905 35.3191489 
1MRJ0-1QI7A.align  100   18.01 185 261 4.189095 70.8812261 
1DIQA-1QLTA.align  143   38.46 197 260 4.197452 75.7692308 
1H45A-1H76A.align  169   60.25 320 322 4.256189 99.378882 
1A8I0-1L5SA.align  12   81.38 257 795 4.312136 32.327044 
1H45A-1IEJA.align  160   51.38 284 327 4.350891 86.8501529 
1K6DA-1POIA.align  186   19.43 120 247 4.358905 48.582996 
1AW1A-1N55A.align  118   38.89 241 252 4.366476 95.6349206 
1B26A-1HRDA.align  124   35.23 152 176 4.445739 86.3636364 
1EA5A-1N5MA.align  157   58.83 526 532 4.468538 98.8721805 
1EA5A-1F8UA.align  153   57.97 527 533 4.494265 98.8742964 
1F6WA-1BCE0-align  164  78.42 518 533 4.503138 97.1857411 
1MRJ0-1UQ5A.align  102   35.55 225 256 4.562148 87.890625 
1MRJ0-1TFMA.align  101   31.33 212 249 4.598989 85.1405622 
1CPT0-1DLC0.align  137   34.06 200 229 4.616483 87.3362445 
1IDK0-1QCXA.align  183   66.3 347 359 4.679016 96.6573816 
1M6JA-1N55A.align  198   50.58 254 257 4.707082 98.8326848 
1A8I0-1L5WA.align  13 42.45 231 808 4.707212 28.5891089 
1LEHA-1C1DA.align  120   37.44 187 203 4.734829 92.1182266 
1MRJ0-1ONKA.align  199   32.28 222 254 4.754607 87.4015748 
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1N55A-1O5XA.align  106   44.58 237 249 4.770565 95.1807229 
1N55A-1R2RA.align  107   49.4 240 249 4.852942 96.3855422 
1H45A-1RYOA.align  175   60.87 303 322 4.873815 94.0993789 
1N55A-1BTMA.align  104   44 238 250 4.892353 95.2 
1B9BA-1N55A.align  125   42.4 244 250 4.902055 97.6 
1AZCA-1NWPA.align  122   60.94 128 128 4.961099 100 
1DLC0-1JI6A.align  146   75.77 224 227 4.982348 98.6784141 
1KV5A-1N55A.align  188   69.88 248 249 4.993571 99.5983936 
1TON0-1TRNA.align  1125 42.54 219 228 5.018021 96.0526316 
1N55A-1NEYA.align  105   45.38 242 249 5.066887 97.188755 
1F6DA-1V4VA.align  163   35.37 320 376 5.114064 85.106383 
1AD3A-1BXSA.align  19   26.06 390 449 5.3306 86.8596882 
1BI9A-1UZBA.align  126  30.84 419 509 5.344547 82.3182711 
1O9JA-1UZBA.align  1113   31.03 447 506 5.352206 88.3399209 
1UZBA-1BXSA.align  129 30.83 447 506 5.358535 88.3399209 
1O04A-1UZBA.align  1112   30.83 446 506 5.380837 88.1422925 
1AD3A-1BI9A.align  18   23.5 362 451 5.439382 80.2660754 
1AD3A-1O9JA.align  112   25.66 379 452 5.442263 83.8495575 
1AD3A-1O04A.align  111   25.44 391 452 5.448973 86.5044248 
1N55A-1TCDA.align  109   68.95 247 248 5.490807 99.5967742 
1F6DA-1O6CA.align  162   47.27 354 366 5.55541 96.7213115 
1E3JA-1PL7A.align  149   62.36 139 178 5.744487 78.0898876 
1AD3A-1UXNA.align  113   22.08 377 453 5.779145 83.2229581 
1AD3A-1UZBA.align  114   21.83 393 449 5.856967 87.5278396 
1LVL0-1ONFA.align  197   27.73 118 220 5.895121 53.6363636 
1AD3A-1EUHA.align  10   23.81 387 441 5.90488 87.755102 
1IYXA-1ONEA.align  184   44.11 272 297 5.976877 91.5824916 
1OEPA-1ONEA.align  1114   55.29 119 293 6.106505 40.6143345 
1P5HA-1Q7EA.align  1118 56.47 394 425 6.130155 92.7058824 
1LVL0-1GRS0.align  195   27.68 139 224 6.320241 62.0535714 
1ONEA-1PDZ0.align  1115  63.95 289 294 6.453656 98.2993197 
1GESA-1LVL0.align  166   29.09 142 220 6.485401 64.5454545 
1PZEA-1T2DA.align  1110 47.74 78 155 6.978652 50.3225806 
1GV1A-1PZEA.align  167   37.93 134 145 7.196792 92.4137931 
1LVL0-1LADA.align  196  42.42 145 231 7.252491 62.7705628 
1PZEA-1UXJA.align  1121 33.79 76 145 7.506439 52.4137931 
1CDOA-1HETA.align  131   52.26 164 199 7.842339 82.4120603 
1HETA-1M6HA.align  179   58.38 158 197 8.297164 80.2030457 
1DITA-1HETA.align  144   72.73 163 198 8.395378 82.3232323 
1HETA-1HSOA.align  177   85.86 166 198 8.491598 83.8383838 
Table 5: Results from Central Limit method 
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Results from Information measure:  
 
SEQUENCE PAIR IDENTITY 
NUM. 
OF 
HITS LENGTH SCORE ACCURACY 
1AZCA-1RKRA.align  123   69.77 120 129 3.148005 93.02325581 
1AZCA-1JZGA.align  121   63.28 114 128 3.221488 89.0625 
1AZCA-1DYZA.align  119   89.06 117 128 3.268343 91.40625 
1E3JA-1JVBA.align  148   25.41 110 181 3.788823 60.77348066 
1A53A-1PII0.align  1   30.12 206 259 3.790522 79.53667954 
1AZCA-1JOI0.align  110   60.16 121 128 4.03987 94.53125 
1OOYA-1POIA.align  1116   18.39 211 261 4.298754 80.84291188 
1AK20-1S3GA.align  116   33.51 110 191 4.573377 57.59162304 
1I4NA-1PII0.align  182   31.1 227 254 4.633372 89.37007874 
1BX1A-1H45A.align  128   74.21 314 318 4.64 98.74213836 
1OS8A-1TON0.align  1117  25.63 191 238 4.678401 80.25210084 
1AK20-1ZIN0.align  117   36.13 110 191 4.715858 57.59162304 
1TON0-1UCY0.align  1126 26.44 86 261 4.73 32.95019157 
1CE2A-1H45A.align  132   66.67 318 321 4.784122 99.06542056 
1H45A-1NKXA.align  174   38.3 342 342 4.892506 100 
1H45A-1LGBC.align  173   98.11 158 159 4.988107 99.37106918 
1AK20-1AKY0.align  115   46.35 110 192 4.993077 57.29166667 
1AZCA-1NWPA.align  122   60.94 128 128 5.060215 100 
1PII0-1VC4A.align  1119 32.68 218 257 5.116611 84.82490272 
1HRDA-1HWXA.align  181   24.74 194 194 5.119852 100 
1CF3A-1JU2A.align  135   20.61 209 393 5.13648 53.18066158 
1CF3A-1KDGA.align  136   16.54 181 405 5.206509 44.69135802 
1K6DA-1POIA.align  186   19.43 121 247 5.405477 48.98785425 
1H45A-1JNFA.align  171   60.99 214 323 5.465528 66.25386997 
1CPT0-1LFKA.align  130   23.02 135 404 5.479936 33.41584158 
1TON0-1RP2A.align  1124 28.94 235 235 5.510303 100 
1EUZA-1HRDA.align  161   35.2 179 179 5.553004 100 
1BVUA-1HRDA.align  127   33.52 179 179 5.586709 100 
1LUGA-1ZNC0.align  192   31.23 269 269 5.590944 100 
1LUGA-1ZNCA.align  194   32.22 224 270 5.590944 82.96296296 
1H45A-1JW1A.align  172   68.22 237 321 5.670341 73.8317757 
1CPT0-1JFBA.align  139   25.25 166 408 5.709054 40.68627451 
1AC50-1IVYA.align  16   21.17 336 504 5.719475 66.66666667 
1CPT0-1DZ4A.align  142   21.58 130 417 5.82 31.17505995 
1LUGA-1RJ6A.align  189   35.98 264 264 5.835612 100 
1CPT0-1ODOA.align  141   20.78 120 409 5.848619 29.3398533 
1AC50-1WHT0.align  17   20.17 463 463 5.911321 100 
1A8I0-1YGPA.align  14   46.81 831 831 5.926558 100 
1CF3A-1GPEA.align  134   65.71 317 385 5.998557 82.33766234 
1BI9A-1UZBA.align  126  30.84 421 509 6.025383 82.71119843 
1O04A-1UZBA.align  1112   30.83 446 506 6.055684 88.14229249 
1O9JA-1UZBA.align  1113   31.03 448 506 6.065021 88.53754941 
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1UZBA-1BXSA.align  129 30.83 444 506 6.097239 87.74703557 
1B26A-1HRDA.align  124   35.23 176 176 6.125555 100 
1DLC0-1I5PA.align  145   21.59 154 227 6.127994 67.84140969 
1AD3A-1BXSA.align  19   26.06 444 449 6.132996 98.88641425 
1AD3A-1O04A.align  111   25.44 391 452 6.155402 86.50442478 
1AD3A-1BI9A.align  18   23.5 360 451 6.182964 79.82261641 
1AD3A-1O9JA.align  112   25.66 381 452 6.213703 84.2920354 
1LUGA-1V9EA.align  191   80.16 257 257 6.227231 100 
1LEHA-1C1DA.align  120   37.44 186 203 6.271126 91.62561576 
1F6DA-1V4VA.align  163   35.37 319 376 6.287119 84.84042553 
1H45A-1IEJA.align  160   51.38 285 327 6.340487 87.1559633 
1H45A-1H76A.align  169   60.25 318 322 6.343656 98.75776398 
1KEQA-1LUGA.align  187   53.59 235 237 6.375556 99.15611814 
1MRJ0-1QI7A.align  100   18.01 187 261 6.450029 71.64750958 
1CPT0-1DLC0.align  137   34.06 200 229 6.649626 87.33624454 
1AD3A-1UXNA.align  113   22.08 453 453 6.714322 100 
1MRJ0-1UQ5A.align  102   35.55 229 256 6.72296 89.453125 
1DIQA-1QLTA.align  143   38.46 260 260 6.723626 100 
1AD3A-1EUHA.align  10   23.81 388 441 6.793389 87.98185941 
1MRJ0-1TFMA.align  101   31.33 249 249 6.810171 100 
1TON0-1TRNA.align  1125 42.54 220 228 6.832828 96.49122807 
1AW1A-1N55A.align  118   38.89 252 252 6.835295 100 
1A8I0-1L5SA.align  12   81.38 795 795 6.835542 100 
1F6DA-1O6CA.align  162   47.27 352 366 6.928352 96.17486339 
1AD3A-1UZBA.align  114   21.83 390 449 6.940936 86.8596882 
1MRJ0-1ONKA.align  199   32.28 222 254 6.947872 87.4015748 
1GESA-1LVL0.align  166   29.09 142 220 6.959899 64.54545455 
1LVL0-1GRS0.align  195   27.68 224 224 7.010285 100 
1IDK0-1QCXA.align  183   66.3 347 359 7.013639 96.65738162 
1H45A-1RYOA.align  175   60.87 303 322 7.03577 94.09937888 
1E3JA-1PL7A.align  149   62.36 178 178 7.054646 100 
1DLC0-1JI6A.align  146   75.77 224 227 7.247263 98.6784141 
1A8I0-1L5WA.align  13 42.45 808 808 7.272206 100 
1LVL0-1ONFA.align  197   27.73 118 220 7.459781 53.63636364 
1EA5A-1THG0.align  150   23.41 400 576 7.483016 69.44444444 
1EA5A-1GZ7A.align  154   24.56 429 570 7.586422 75.26315789 
1AC50-1CPY0.align  15   24.31 358 473 7.818661 75.68710359 
1N55A-1R2RA.align  107   49.4 240 249 7.852081 96.38554217 
1IYXA-1ONEA.align  184   44.11 273 297 7.940152 91.91919192 
1OEPA-1ONEA.align  1114   55.29 119 293 8.078508 40.61433447 
1EA5A-1QE3A.align  159   27.19 452 526 8.143128 85.93155894 
1N55A-1O5XA.align  106   44.58 241 249 8.181449 96.78714859 
1MX1A-1BCE0.align  103   30.66 447 548 8.241111 81.56934307 
1M6JA-1N55A.align  198   50.58 254 257 8.282576 98.83268482 
1EA5A-1F6WA.align  152   29.35 475 552 8.343328 86.05072464 
1F8UA-1BCE0.align  165   30.16 220 547 8.355074 40.21937843 
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1N55A-1BTMA.align  104   44 237 250 8.441402 94.8 
1CDOA-1HETA.align  131   52.26 199 199 8.516372 100 
1K4YA-1BCE0.align  185   28.15 286 547 8.524375 52.28519196 
1DX4A-1EA5A.align  147   37.68 104 544 8.526212 19.11764706 
1KV5A-1N55A.align  188   69.88 248 249 8.554265 99.59839357 
1EA5A-1MX1A.align  156   31.68 456 546 8.554892 83.51648352 
1N5MA-1BCE0.align  1111   31.56 215 545 8.613395 39.44954128 
1ONEA-1PDZ0.align  1115  63.95 288 294 8.628617 97.95918367 
1EA5A-1BCE0.align  140   30.4 477 546 8.641654 87.36263736 
1B9BA-1N55A.align  125   42.4 244 250 8.685403 97.6 
1N55A-1NEYA.align  105   45.38 242 249 8.720511 97.18875502 
1EA5A-1K4YA.align  155   29.85 432 546 8.736659 79.12087912 
1LVL0-1LADA.align  196  42.42 231 231 9.095095 100 
1GV1A-1PZEA.align  167   37.93 145 145 9.277181 100 
1PZEA-1T2DA.align  1110 47.74 155 155 9.421396 100 
1PZEA-1UXJA.align  1121 33.79 145 145 9.594587 100 
1N55A-1TCDA.align  109   68.95 247 248 9.616022 99.59677419 
1EA5A-1N5MA.align  157   58.83 526 532 9.689771 98.87218045 
1EA5A-1F8UA.align  153   57.97 526 533 9.765296 98.68667917 
1HETA-1M6HA.align  179   58.38 197 197 9.785246 100 
1P5HA-1Q7EA.align  1118 56.47 396 425 9.957903 93.17647059 
1F6WA-1BCE0-align  164  78.42 518 533 9.961377 97.18574109 
1DITA-1HETA.align  144   72.73 198 198 10.40201 100 
1HETA-1HSOA.align  177   85.86 198 198 10.68392 100 
Table 6: Results from Information Measure 
 
 
 
